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costly and is 
ofteathers are poorly known African birds. Moult is energetically 
an important of a bird's (4UU'"'U moult to be 
with breeding activities, and in some species, Ringers in southern Africa 
been primary moult to SAFRING, the South African Ringing 
1 a 
checking on an on-going 
amount of data 
as Ringing CO()rdlnat,or My 
curating and 
, ... 1',,,",,£>,,,,!- is in the 
weaverbirds I have ringed ~p,\I'pr!l Ploceus 
Walter Zucchini developed a velatus and other 
U.HiUi}', and duration moult a standardized 
1988. moult was family 
Underhill-Zucchini method ,nJ'-""i'-'''' this iH\.;LHU'U, was applied to 
individualteatners as well as whole wing. 
weaver species are restricted to 
Africa, the U''' •• UiUi'-' 
rubiginosus. 
have a slow moult as an adaptation to 
Quelea '""_'#O_~ found
arid 
in breeding seasonality and moult par'ameIers was InVesllga[Ca 
weavers South Africa: Weaver P. LU.1J't":Tl.' 
Weaver cucullatus, Yellow Weaver P. subaureus, Spectacled Weaver P. ocularis, 
mv,osr,'lza albifrons, Southern Red Long-
tailed Widow progne, White-winged 
ardens, and Fan-tailed Widow YeHow Bishop E. capensis. 
tm~eamg and the Western 




century new popUlations show patterns in of moult. 
" ll'J..lI'<''''.L variation date of moult was investigated Cape 













two species, was m due 
m 
Primary "'''' ..... u ...... The annual of southern 
African weavers was less of ~'U"'UL Africa. more 
rainfall "'F\"VU"" allowed weavers to more than one primary 
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Introduction covers four Firstly, it sets background 
LVvVLY',""V, a family m and Secondly, it 
the biogeography breeding seasonality of the weavers in Africa. Thirdly, it 
provides an introduction to moult and explains the methodology of 
for duration and start pnmary it presents an 
Ploceidae 
(1968) considered weaverbirds a particularly lnt.",,.,,,,,,hn 
l"IP1'"n.Pf't,i'1.''''' of ecological adaptation that he devoted a 
influential to them. In this many ""'1-''"''"''''' 
poorly studied later. 











subfamilies in broad consist of genera which make nests, nests 
and woven nests (Table 1). bird in Africa (Benson et al. 
1971). weaverbird family is a group, illustrated by the following extremes. 
pest Quelea quelea is considered some to be the most 
numerous land-bird in world, there being an estimated I 500 million individuals 
(Elliott 1989). this with the rarest weaver: the threatened Mauritius Fody Foudia 
with an popUlation 21 International 2004). For 
a large range IS "llJ,"U,",'" weaver is the Yellow-
crowned Bishop 
Keith 2004) while the largest is 
1 mm, Fry and 
of West African 
...... VU<c:.--.'UHA .. Widow 
2004). The communal nest of the 
Philetairus socius is "'AL!'.,,",U' single structure built 
mm, Fry and 
of 
world; it 











weavers are largely set::o-!:::at:mll birds, which they resemble Cln<l'""f'l,UICl 
Passeridae, buntings cananes waxbills m 
morphology; some weaver species are mainly insectivorous (Moreau 1960). The 
is straight, slender and sharp-pointed in insectivorous species to 
thick and "'V'H""'''' 2004). seeds, large-





some are virtually ",.""nH,''''''£'" 
a small "''''Tot" ..... ", m 
Sexes similar, or plumage and size. Where similar, 
there is no seasonal change highly dimorphic alternate 
between bre:OOlmg nQ][l-breedlrlf! PUll''''''}:,'''''', the of female 
1960). In most dimorphic species not moult into 
P,""'UU.t:.'" until at two years old (Craig Southern Masked 
Ploceus velatus (Tarboton The plumages are red, and 
(carotenoids and melanins). The chemic l precursors of carotenoids are acquired 
from the diet and cannot by the birds (Euplectes: 1943). In 
bre:edJlng plumage, males tail 
and Villet 1998). some there is a coloured flight 
or a distinctive epaulet on wrist VVlV,"",'VU. pattern on the 
taiL a seasonal bill colour males. 
.... ,.."., ... 1', ..... is generally a streaked, brownish 'sparrowy' male 
yellow or 




or brown, sometimes differing according to sex or (Craig 2004). 
are short and to long pointed with 10 (Maclean 
10th primary is 10-40% length the primary (Moreau 
of weavers is though many species are highly 
manoeuvrable. The tail 12 feathers in weaver soe:Cles. The outermost pair are 
the longest; this is also true species which ornamental tail plumes in 
..,"' .... ,U,lj::. plumage. the birds hop or while species are agile 











There is a link between the LV~""""'h eiCOlmn and social organization 
from monogamous to colonial, polygynous 
(Crook 1964). Crook (1964) described main types paIr 
the a different habitat and a 
different type 
three types is 
5aJ.U.u£UIUU. In the first fonnation type, the 
'-'HU,,,,,,,, the female, builds a nest this period. This type 
occurs mainly in monogamous insectivorous 
forest, to feed the "'"", ..... 
breeding solitarily 
the builds a 
polygynous and at it to attract a mate. type is 
colonially in trees savanna or "",,,,,v ... 
male aelen<lS an extremely small area in the colony, within which he one nest 
to he attracts a mate, and 
polygyny is female 






after done so does lead her to a nest. This type is found mainly in polygynous 
or reeds, each male defending a small territory 
within which, like the colonial species, he first builds a nest for one and he 
a for a second so on. nests are 
C"'~'1"",~·t1 within the her brood unaided. 
addition to the social organization of Ploceinae, following types of 
social organization are found other weaver "'"'-' ....... U .. JlV..,. communal breeding in a single 
nest structure in one u, .... '''' ... ''H);:;. in family 
groups In a species; and a is known for one grassland ytJ~'V'~"'. the 
Widowbird Eupiectes jacksoni (Andersson 1991). 
nests r",,,,,,,.,,"cp,,,'!' most constructions by any 
..... U,HUH. In most SPf~CH~S H.LU1>. .... " the major contribution to nest construction, and 
the i",.u,l<UV if 
males construct intricately woven nests 
building starts with the construction 
then on this while 
The nest entrance is to the or 
5 
'true' weavers 
thin of plant material. Typically, nest-
between supports, usually 
the nest bowl and Collias 1964). 










eXI.emlea into a IOcm to more 1 m long. buffalo-weavers 
dry pieces 
any weavmg or 
of the 
are COlmOOSI:~a 
inserted interlocked into a structure 
(Collias and Collias 1964). Several weaver species strip 
around their colonies; makes the colony more visible but it be a displacement 
(Oschadleus 2000). fu the polygynous species, males build a succession of 
to they attract .L"'LJ.i<U'~" lay, incubate, 
rear nestlings no or little male "'00"0 «UL"-'''-'. Colonies can VVLLOh> 
(Tarboton 2001). monogamous sexes share parental 
nest per breeding season (Tarboton 2001). 
usually colour is varied, with the ground colour 
and Meise 
others is enormous 
eggs produced by different ",vH.HU'"'' 
..,....,.,.·11"''' have been melmUlea for Southern .LT.U"''''n.~,u Weavers 
an evolutionary respOllse to parasitism cuckoos or to intraspecific 
J-Ulif'07J<" Freeman 1988). Diederik ........... 'vn. ... 'v Chrysococcyx IS 
m 
Lesser .l.V",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
cucullatus, Weaver ocularis 
temporalis, Black-winged Bishop ."UU£f::'LL 
Red-headed Anaplectes 
are naked with on feather inside 
of the mouth is and there are no mouth markings 2004). In all Ploceidae 
the nestlings are '"UH",W''' (Tarboton 2001). 




(1960). past the 
frequently been as a the weavers, but recent 
separated the from the weavers because of the distinct 











using a major A""",AA_. re-oQ~anlzllrnon on the basis of DNA-hybridization ""UUl"''''. 
placed Ploceinae as a sub-family the (subfamily Ploceinae). 
(2004), nr.UT,"U"'T reta:mea arrangement is followed 
family is need of a new phylogeny 
based on genetic 
In southern are 29 SD~~CH~S In gen,era (Table 1): Red-billed 
White-browed Sociable Weaver, Scaly-feathered 
Thick-billed Weaver, 12 Ploceus species, Quelea species, nine 
speCIes (Maclean 1993). Distributions these have mapped in 
et al. 1997). Eggs all, nests of "'VlUll'vl11 African species are 
., .. I"\I"\!-" .... (2001). 
B. Biogeography breeding of the southern African weavers 
are affected by the en'llrCmnlents which Southern 
.. "''''1t"\..... with an ex(~ennOnal variety climatic 
Africa are climatic gradients east to west, with rainfall 
factor (Allan et 1997). has an distributions within 
et al. 1997), as well as an 
Lloyd 2004). 
there are three regions patterns: 
Cape, a typical climate, 
south coast throughout the year, the summer rainfall region over the 
'"' ....... " .... "". of South Africa (Allan et al. 1997, Figure Within summer rainfall 
region, especially the latitudinal band and there is a 
from mesic subtropical east coast to on 
more subtle variation is the ofthe onset and ofthe 
summer this is earliest the southeastern C"'£-"I'1,1"\ of the surnrnler-·raln12tll regIOn 
and in the 
noteworthy that the winter-rainfall 
northern 
of the Western 
latitudinal band -34°S) as the summer-rainfall region of Eastern 
7 
1). It is also 
same 










it possible to study effect of on cycle species 
(including timing independent ofthe of day-length. 
The western parts have a lower and less predictable la.tJlUau. 
the eastern parts. Lepage and Lloyd (2004) found size in 106 species 
Lepage to be ,.aU,QU'''' in the more a bet-hedging ""H"Iv~;y 
and Lloyd (2004) sugJl;estlea arid lrre:spe:cWle of rainfall, 
ur"',Lv""'~'" clutch when fall, to maximize "",,,",u.,,,, success an 
unpredictable environment. 
is a large variation veJ~etl:lt1cm zones within Africa. Western 
largely the Gauteng KwaZulu-Natal 
savanna has a Allan et 
(1997) provided a 
to its avifauna. 
introduction to the "a.r.",j-.., zones southern in relation 
The weavers fall three broad distributional groups (Table 
I): 
eastern 




broader in some species throughout region 
or have distributions covering habitats. The 
four species have restricted Zimbabwe or Mozambique. 
were obtained the South Africa Nest 
Record Prys-J ones I Newton unpublished They estimated 
month of laying of the egg for nest and then summarised u .... ' ......... HF; 
seasonality for in South Africa by presenting monthly totals of 
species regIOn. compare vvUIHh seasonality of weavers, the 
Newton were used to estlm;ate the and the 
for species and region Chapters Possible biases are that 
Cards not cover the breeding season in all l'-'F;.lVUCI_ 
Nest Record 
Record Card 
records were not collected the same as moult data; sample may 
__ '~ .. ~ with low some SP~~CH~S in some regloDS. for the snt~c1t~s and 
are large collected randomly (by different ,n",rorv,..,·" in different 











Moult and analysis of moult 
Feathers 
are unique to birds. are for flight, thermoregulation, camouflage 
and display. body feathers wear out and need to be replaced in a 
IJL""\.ll..,~a.Ul"" way usually on an (Stresemann and 1966). 
This is 'moult' and is necessary to ensure old feathers are 
constantly abraded to behavioural activities, exposure to sunshine other 
environmental stresses and 1994). Small birds moult their 
flight at Winkler 1994); is a number 
that moult twice a Willow Warbler Phylloscopus 
Underhill et Prinia jlavicans, Herremans 1999); a list of 
(1991). The most cornmon pattern, found in 
breeders most sedentary In and arctic _.,.,."_ .. _ as well as most 
"" ......... LAu:;. (post-nuptial rrr'l,t"AT'''' '''J ... V.l .... 0. IS moult occurs soon 
moult); this is a moult all body all of 
especially long delay moult until after southwards 
(Jenni and Winkler There is usually also a moult of the body leamelrs before 
VU ...... ...wLUF. (pre-nuptial moult). 
uniform environmental conditions, there are diverse strategies for the with the 
problem of fitting moult into the annual cycle (Jenni and Winkler 1994). 
Moult and the annual of birds 
Moult energetically demanding, both terms of and nutrients (Murphy 
time Rohwer 1996). moult an part in 
the annual of a bird to reduce conflict other energetically as 
breeding and, in many migration (Murphy and 
'lC'C'PM1n,,"C' usually follows soon after 1972) so it can completed 











The rate at which new feather mass IS is a 
important factor. Dawson et al. (2000) that for some 
European passerine total mass of new primary feathers increases at a constant rate 
throughout most of the duration of moult and was a universal 
feature moulting birds. rate increase in mass is constant because the 
feathers grown concurrently aec:reases 
outer primaries (Dawson and 2004). 
is delayed in more rapid moult of poorer 
et is an adaptive un •• "'''' ..... u • .uu 
allows birds to complete moult 
Blue experimentally, resulted higher 
toward 





following winter and reduced survival breeding success in following season 
(Nilsson and breeding late tend to start moult than non-
breeders VVJliAlJi",.J'UJ;; bre:eOllng early; breeders tend to moult more 
quickly (Morton and 1990). 
The cycle seems to rely on an rhythm organizing annual 
events moult and migration (Gwinner 1996). This clock is 
species- or population-specific and seems to be synchronized by environmental cues such 
as photoperiod. Moult are not to a few environmental m 
geJler;al (Salewski et at. 2004) our understanding these factors is 
limited Jenni and 1994). 
quantitative description primary 
The parameters moult in a population are the date and 
duration. parameters need to studied in context other 
annual and, in some species, 
2003). moult studies in species, it is initially to on the 
of the primary wing feathers, the main annual moult duration of many 
feather tracts takes place within the period of moult of the primaries (Underhill 2003). 
,-,VU""_""'J;; moult the field is most undertaken by allocating 











feather pin, 2 = one-third grown, 3 grown, 4 = four-fifths grown, 5 new 
feather (Ginn and Melville 1983). The primaries are numbered 1 (innermost) to 10 
(outermost). the it is still visible, 
Chestnut Weavers m Euplectes species it is minute. 
Traditionally, individual feather scores are added to 'moult for a 
bird on a particular day, as proposed by Ashmole (1962) developed by 
(1966). the string digits 5542000000 indicates the innermost two 
reamers are new, the 
em,alflloer are still old; 
score 
IS the 
score is 16. For "1J"vn_.;) 
when moult is The 
grown, and the 
moult 
""",'->LA.",., method 
convenient of moult. However, it has weakness that equal 
is given to each feather although actuallengths and masses 
feathers may considerably. Because the outer primaries are generally than 




early part of moult underestimates it This nonlinearity IJ'"'''VLJ,''' 
'UU.LUI; and duration moult. moult-score data are used to estimate 
moult-score data using standard linear """''''VU methods are inappropriate 
1983, Underhill Zucchini 1988). 
of methods for the analysis of 
moult made it j3T"""'P," moult studies. IS a ........... 'lM"'" 
that TTP1rp",rp~ in duration moult between or across are 
statistical artifacts Prater (1981) noted the lack 
duration 
The of methods to estimate the parameters of moult was 
by Underhill and Zucchini (1988) and Underhill et al. (1990). This 
that mcreases linearly best .......... , .. ,," apIJroxlnaatlon to 
this to date is to use 'percentage .L'-'"".U'-'L mass as a moult index (e.g. et al. 
2000), this a of the masses primary reamelrs 
(Summers et al. 1980). 
To aetlerm:me pUJlULL'Y feathers, individual ..I."'U"U'.", wmgs 











(Ohaus GA200D, precision O.OOOlg) COll[lpare Underhill and U'.UUUi,",-'- 1993). Underhill 
and Joubert have shown that small samples are adequate to detennine the 
masses primary for a because is little intra-specific variation 
this characteristic. moult model developed by and 
"-' ......... ViU,U" (1988) was applied to 
and completed 1. birds VJ.,,"'''',,'''J. 
as for type 1, un,,,,,,,",,,, are available all birds in moult 
3. only available data are moult the birds 
In this the data were considered to of 'type the five 
described by Underhill Zucchini (1988) and In04;:rrulll et al. (1990), because full 
moult scores were recorded each bird all birds were considered ..... ~""A_ for 
sampling the moult The of primary moult were estimated 
the moult recommended by Summers and et al. (1980, 
1983), ____ ,..,-__ _ by the individual teathers are 
of different masses. The moult 
calculated to the 
used was peI'cellta,;;e "',,'",UJ."'''' mass grown 
and (1993). 
demonstrated UIIICHmTJIY linearly with time to 
reduce, some cases, to eliminate, in moult paJ:arr:Lelt~r estimation (Summers 
1980; et 1980, Because it is mass, the ,-,uU,",J,uu.J.-
"""'''''VV.lJ'UH method with PFMG is of !2fe.lter 
than u;un,u:u,u, method on moult score. 
of Willow Warblers Phyl/oscopus trochilus was the first 
to apply the Inaernllll-Lw';CI:UIll moult HJ.VUVJ. to make COlnpan:sorls 
on a large across vanous localities 1 has 
followed up by Serra A problem 
with the use the Underhill-Zucchini method of availability the 
associated software. prograJIlffie 
t:rvt:UllUIl to ensure that it """""'","'l'Y<'C' to the correct and a 
has not been produced the of the method (Underhill 
verSIOn 













analyses been usmg Underhill-Zucchini 
Studies using the method mainly on 
the feathers as a single unit. (2002) parameters moult 
individual Plovers Pluvialis squatarola. Serra's detailed 
analysis of data for this showed interesting differences between the 
populations moulting differing climatic conditions. problem with 
type analysis is a need sample preferably excess 
1000 addition, to be spread the 
period; otherwise it is not possible to make estimates of the 
aralmet:ers for primary. the are being with individually, 
is no to make the transformations recommended when the primary moult tract 
is analyzed (Summers Summers et 1980, 1 Moult scores 0 and 5 
individual were to values 0, O. 0.375, 1, 
respectively, to lying 0 and 1, as required by Underhill-
Zucchini Using Underhill-Zucchini model to estimate the parameters of moult 
individual primary L..,".,"V" has been to species of waders 
2003). 
(1998) (see Underhill et al. m extended Underhill-
Zucchini (1988) moult model further to estimate dates of birds (e.g. 
and '-vuuu",,,. or annual groups), holding the (duration and 
sta:Jl0ara deviation) common to groups. motivation this approach is that it is 
the are likely to the most exceptionally volumes 
data are for each group to be to dates and duration 
(Brandao 1998). developed rigorous 
the ratio of the null hypothesis that the group was 
the same. These ext,emn0I1S ..,JU,"',,'U enable 
"grouping" 
moult 
moult male and "'",J.U(, .. ,,,,, Chestnut Weavers, 
13 
method was to 
between timing of 










different provinces South 
of user-friendly versions. 
Brandao's (1998) models need development 
Presel1ltatLon In the statistical results 
following information: mean starting 
the Underhill-Zucchini moult 
standard deviation of 
start mean of moult, mean The Underhill-Zucchini 
moult model assumes that the distribution of a normal OlSln()ulllon 
has two parameters: mean and standard deviation. mean this distribution is 
interpreted as the mean starting date of moult the population and the deviation 
measures extent variability the mean. the standard deviation is then 
is synchronized VIce versa. 95% birds are to start moult 
the period from 1 standard deviations the mean to 1.96 
deviations above mean. The third parameter the Underhill-Zucchini moult model is 
the duration of moult of the average bird. For its , .... <u<.U.u error IS 
estimated. 95% intervals by the parameter 
plus 1.96 the error estimate. 
were not enough records within a moult season to moult parameters 
from The moult records are plotted as relative mass versus date for 
different a small of recaptured individuals. 
Possible in the moult data are some birds may move or 
before end be trapped others 
(e.g. females versus U.U"'''''''', slightly later than rest of 
population). Other than Red-billed '\JU~l~<1. weavers are not particularly in 
the areas studied. possible of mClve:mems in the ....... V'v. v ... ,,' ..... 'V ... "' ... "' ... is <>t1t1irpccpt1 
in Most weavers are by at dawn roosting or h""',,;~_·d.'m.,.., sites, 
thus trap-shyness is not ,",v""n.''''' "'" to have any data. with 
.., .... ',."'r"',.. moult were omitted analyses this involved small numbers of 
birds, and arrested moult was recognized as adjacent old and new with no 
growing If one primary had completed growth the next out, 
still a feather feather to scored as 4 rather than 5 (new); 
would prevent confusing .., .... ,"cl"",,-l moult with slow Weavers were captured by 











rates of moult; I.e. thesis data presented includes all birds presents 
population Another potential source error IS not 
moult pnmary u'-v .... u. ... v ....... v.,,, start moulting 
Primary 6 is moulted, the primary moult be influenced by energy 
nel;<1e~<1 to simultaneously moult the secondary feathers. For thesis, "'''''''''VU.UUL 
moult were not available but are considered to have a effect on all .;>1J .... "".vO. 
reducing error comparative studies presented 
There is remarkably little available mtlornlatllon vlUI,iii]::. to pnmary of 
weavers from Africa 3). With two papers which to 
primary moult weavers unfortunately present only the moult scores for a very 
sample captured birds or contain a vague comment about the UIH1US and/or duration 
moult. 
D. A 'roadmap' of thesis 
Background and objectives 
The used thesis are from SAFRING data submitted by 
my own When I was appointed as SAFRING's bird Mncnn.{T 




schedules. I also """"f"{"\111r" ringers to mass, wmg and 
addition to the number, species, 
encouraging to see ringers enthusiastically the new 
it taken a of work to train m of 
protocols, and ringers to how to use computers, etc. From July 2004 onwards all 
nngmg 
although 
database ready for 
birds 1983) 
the weavers. These 
computerized. Old ringing records are being computerized, 
schedules not include moult data. provided a 
for instance historical changes bird distribution, 
particularly moult 
interest 
will be fed to the 
15 
I ""linT"'" of 










and appreciating birds in the hand even more. Thus thesis is a to ringers 
southern 
Structure of thesis 
In addition to this Introduction and Conclusion, thesis seven ,",U''-'V.''''Lil 
that have been prepared as papers for publication - 2 has published 
(Oschadleus 2004), Chapter 3 is and 4 has been submitted for 
pUblication. The fonnat for each chapter is similar to that used by journal of 
ornithology, 
Chapter 2 describes the primary moult the Sociable Weaver, a 
southern African Chapter 3 describes biometrics primary moult of 
another inhabiting a semi-arid region, the Chestnut Weaver ,..,,,,,'uu rubiginosus 
in Namibia. Chapter 4 shows how primary moult duration and .. LHLUS in Red-billed 
Quelea Quelea quelea 
occurs at 
breeding seasonality and moult Weavers, Masked 
and Southern Red 1Jl~'UVIJil South Africa. Chapter 6 shows that 
and primary moult parameters are similar the Euplectes the 
summer rainfall of South Chapter 7 describes seasonality 
parameters Village P. 
Weaver ocularis Thick-billed Weaver Amblyospiza 
albifrons KwaZulu-Natal and also for latter Chapter 8 
_~ •• ,..,_,._~ annual variation in start date of moult in Cape Southern Red 
Ln;anIl~r 9 gives an Bishops and Southern Masked Weavers the 
of and of breeding m 
weavers. 
This is the thesis to both an intra- inter-species study of patterns of 
pnmary usmg Underhill-Zucchini method (Table 2). The intra-species 
studies are those on the Willow (Underhill et al. 1992) on Grey Plover 
2002). The only inter-species study is on a few species (Underhill 2003). 











Southern Masked Weavers 
Eastern Cape (Craig et al. 2001). 
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Somali birds. 
University of Cape Town
Genus No. of Southern African 
Bubalornithinae - buffalo weavers; stick nests 
Bubalornis 2 Red-billed Buffalo-weaver Bubalornis 
Dinemellia 





N Philetairus 1 Sociable Weaver Philetairus socius VI 
Ploceinae - true weavers; woven nests 
Malimbus 10 
1 Red-headed Weaver melanotis 
Ploceus 63 Lesser Masked Weaver Ploceus intermedius 
Weaver Ploceus ocularis 
Weaver Ploceus 
Yellow Weaver Ploceus subaureus 
Golden Weaver Ploceus xanthops 
Southern Brown-throated Weaver Ploceus 
Southern Masked Weaver Ploceus velatus 
Weaver Ploceus cucullatus 
Chestnut Weaver Ploceus rubiginosus 
Dark-backed Weaver P/oceus bicolor 




















































University of Cape Town
N 
0"1 
Table 1 continued 
Foudia 
* ""m""nt (1 confinned 
No. of Southern African 
1 Thick-billed We.aver 
3 Cardinal Quelea Quelea cardinalis * 





White-winged Widow albonotatus 
Red-collared Widow 




MorP M y 
P R n 
M M n 
M T Y 
P T n 
P R n 
P T Y 
P T Y 
P M Y 
P R n 
P M Y 
P M Y 










Table 2: published studies using 
Underhill-Zucchini (1988) method to analyse 






Bristle-thighed Curlew Numenius rani!llel'lSlS 
Rock Columba 
Cape Dove Streptopelia capicola 
Indicator minor 
r"'L'HI"" Chough Pyrrhocorax ~raCUll'JS 
Chough 
Black -chested Prima Prinia jlavicans 
Willow Warbler I-'nli1f1r'<!f','n')'J 




Cooper et al. (1 ) 
Summers et al. (1989), 
2002 and 
Underhill (2003) 




Underhill et (1990) 
Marks (1993) 
Underhill and (1997) 
Underhill et al. (1999) 
Underhill et al. (1995) 
Winkler et al. (1 
et (1988) 
........ u"'.uau"" (1999) 
Underhill et al. (1992) 
Cooper and Underhill (1991), ... 'v' .......... 
(2001) 
Vi:I...,uau,,,,,ui:I (2004), ,-",aU'L'" 
Oschadleus et al. (2000), et 
et al. (2001) 
Craig et al. (2001) 
Craig et al. (2001) 
Craig et (2001) 
Rothery (2005) 
et ai. 




White-hrowed Sparrow-weaver mahali 
Chestnut-crowned Plocepasser ,~un"-rr.ili() 
Speckle-fronted Weaver ,\'n,nrl1m;1,t>c 
:SC~lly-tealthe:red Finch 
Red-headed Malimbe Malimbus rubricollis 
Black-billed Weaver Ploceus mela1l02j7stj~r 
Black-headed Weaver Ploceus meia1itocevlaall!.ls 
Black-necked Weaver Ploceus 
Dark-backed Weaver Ploceus bicolor 
Golden Palm Weaver Ploceus 
Jackson's Golden-backed Weaver 1-'1""'011< 1(;!Ck:.S0111 
Lesser Masked Weaver Ploceus intermedius 
Northern Brown-throated Weaver Ploceus f'nl,tn.1tl71l< 
Slender-billed Weaver Ploceus Delzell'll 
Southern Brown-throated Weaver Ploceus xallthopterus 
Weaver Ploceus ocularis 
VieiHot's Black Weaver Ploceus nip'errimus 
not use the metnoa 
North-western Botswana 
Mole GR. Ghana 
Mole GR, Ghana 













Britton and Britton 
Britton (1978) 
Hanmer (1984) 
Britton and Britton (1986) 
Mlingwa (2000) 
Chapman 
Duration estimated at 183 
five females were moultin 
General notes on and moult 
breedlin!!. and moult 
in and moult 
Moult duration 200-350 
Moult score (two data points) 
Moult score data points) 
Moult score 
Moult 5-6 months but varies in individuals 
Moult in none in September 
Table of some and moult records 
Moult 5-6 months but varies in individuals 
General notes on and moult 
Moult score 
Table of some and moult records 
Moult score 
General notes on breeding and moult 
Moult score 
Detailed moult 
Moult 5-6 months but varies in individuals 
Table of some breeding and moult records 
This shows non-seasonal breeding 
and wet-season moult 




Thick-billed Weaver albifrons 
Red-billed 
Yellow 





Aldabran Foudia aldabrana 
Mauritius Fody Foudia rubra 
Foudia sechellarum 
. Tanzania 
Pietennaritzburg, South Africa Laycock 
Tsavo East NP. Kenva Thompson (1988) 
Mt r~mpT{){)n Cameroon 
Lake 
Mole GR, Ghana 
Mombasa, 
Mole GR, Ghana 
Mole NP, Ghana 










UCllCliil notes on hr,>~(hnO' 
Moult score 
moult 
Table of some and moult records 
Table of some and moult records 
moult duration 4 months 
Start moult before breeding completed 
Regression calaculated for 9 birds 
Moult score 
·"v._".>nf'F'mhpr moult 
Moult 5-6 months but varies in individuals 
General notes on and moult 
Prenuptial moult 















momnry rainfall (rom) for 2° x 

































Sociable Weaver biometrics and primary moult 
Abstract 
biometric and I-'L.J.JlU<A'J data housed at the South 
VvJ.UlI.Lv Weaver Philetairus socius. average body were analysed for the 
mass and wing length were 27.9 g (SD and 74. 2.5), respectively. 
anilmellers is not correlated region, season or climate, than a 
p.., ....... u'U'u of body mass with annual mass of 
\JU'"JaillJv Weavers near Kimberley a long-term decrease of probably due to 
'-'1.,-"",U\.)'''' on mass. Primary moult duration to 169 
hetwe/~n 26 January and 31 in two populations (socius and South 
eremnus respectively). Individual !JUl.""'" 
days to fully. 
an adaptation to reduce expenditure, 
moulted ---~'---J 
moult in 
to grow more durable 
each 
due to 
abrasion entering the nest. The lack patterns geographical variation in 
Olornf:ml::s indicates the contiguous populations Sociable should to 
the UVJ.l1UJl<Uv 
Introduction 
The Sociable Weaver ... v .... '...... is a '"'VJ.V,u, .... L, cooperatively ..... "'.,",11"1 
known massive communal nests 2004). It is endemic to semi-arid 
savannas of western South much of Namibia, and south-eastern Botswana 
J.Y.L,."""""".J..'VUH and 1997). is December to In 
Namibia, unseasonal, depending on rainfall, in Namibia in the 
Cape (Craig Recently, Craig (2004) the monotypic. However, 
gem in us, eremnus 
being 
four sub-species of the Sociable Weaver: s. socius, 




















to individuals in the "''"'uuv. weavers at the north and south the darker 
lnrIPn"t<::lrtC1 and whiter ventral "",.,t"f"~" These pluinage variations were thought to 
(1989) also found marginal variation 
throughout the "'1-'''''\.1"",., thought to the 
had than those the while birds 
birds 
the south were with a 
east-to-west increase in length. 
paper, biometric data from Sociable ringed South Africa and 
<UHJ,U"L are to investigate whether contiguous populations should belong to 
nominate sub-species or not. subset the are to 
temporal variations body mass. and total duration moult are also 
Sexes are and thus the biometrics and moult data are applied to 
2004). 
Methods 
Morphometric data (body mass and wing length) and primary moult (De et al. 
2001) adult were obtained records submitted between 1970 
May 2004 to SAFRING. Body mass WIng were to 
the distribution In (1989), by to 
InV'estlgate geographic variation. A grid 1915 is the one degree 
rank correlation co-with 19°5 1 in the north-western comer. -":n,=-"..,.." 
efficient was used to compare body mass and length to HU'CUUJLi, t<::mt)entU and 
water from Schultze and McGee 1978) grid 
deficiency is 
supply, 
moisture needed by that soil water HUJ'UQ,H cannot 
LUUJlvUL'VL of drought or aridity (Schultze and McGee 1978). 
A comprehensive mass records was obtained Benfontein 
6 Ian Northern South (approx. 
24°49'E, see Covas et 2002 for study area details). temporal variation 
mass, moving average method developed by Cleveland (1979) and 
lerrtem:ea, for by et (1992), was a 











does not have as happens in usual moving 
smoothing methods, because individual points are included and 
ormovmg 
excluded from 
moving were applied to mass, usmg 
combinations rainfall the current and unL.'''''' for to 
2003 was obtained from Kimberley Airport (about 15 km Farm). 
determine the mass of feathers, individual feathers from 
two Weaver specimens were oven-dried at for then 
""j:,j:>',",U on a balance (Ohaus O.OOOlg) (compare Underhill 
1 Underhill and Joubert (1 have shown are 
adequate to determine the masses of primary is little intra-
"'",,"""'LJ'''' variation characteristic. Underhill-Zucchini moult model 
and Zucchini 1988) was applied to the sets. data were of 
'type Sociable Weavers near their and are 
throughout the year (Mendelsohn and Anderson 1997). moult 
were ",,,.,cu.,,,,,,", ... transformations recommended by Summers et (1980, 1983), 
the bias introduced by the fact that the individual feathers are of 
different masses. moult index was percentage feather mass grown (pFMG), 
Underhill The 
Zucchini was used to estimate parameters of moult for individual primary 
as done for ""'H,., ..... \.'U species of waders by (2003). 
Results 
The 3069 reC8;DtuI of 
distribution 7964 
(Figure 1). records contained at body mass, or length, or moult 
Geographic and seasonal variation in body mass and wing length 
body mass was 27.9 g (SD=2.2, mean 











mean body mass wmg were for 
1). one-way ANOVA on ringing data that mean masses of the five 
groups had a 2.8 g, with individuals of eremnus population in Africa 
being the (mean mass 28.6 g), individuals of the Namibian popUlation this 
lightest mass g) of groups. 
were statistically significant 7841 416.8, was a similar pattern for 
wmg with eremnus individuals having a wing than individuals other 
popUlations (F4, 5935 = P<O.OOI) (Table 1). lengths 
were smaller Clancey's (1989) museum specimen (Table 1). 
variation body mass m more and 
independently of Clancey's subspecies, the mean masses per grid cell were 
calculated (Table 2). A one-way ANOV A showed significant variation 
P<O.OOl), with individuals in 2824 (part eremnus population in Africa) 
being mass 28.7 individuals grid eremnus 
population (mean mass 1 g). 
~"'UE).H (Fg, 5400 = 222.7, P<O.OOl), although the 
wing ~.., ...... u~ the socius population). Tabulating the difference of 
the mean mass or wing per grid the mean did however, 
obvious pattern 2). 
Mean mass, wing length, annual rainfall, temperature and .... HU:"'''' water 
deficiency were averaged for each (14 in total) to de1:errnll1le IS a 
change in body mass or length with increasing aridity. There was no ""E),lH,l,llVCU:U 




= 0.13, p>0.05), or annual water deficiency = -0.26, 
was no between body mass (number of 
mean annual rainfall (rs 0.14, p>0.05) or mean annual TPn,nPT>ln 
(rs = -0.24, 
mass average alllllU,a.l 
For eremnus (South Africa), 
sec:LSonal pattern was evident 2). 
p<0.05). 
from 
sets of monthly 
correlation between 
to 30g and no clear 
were not 











""''-'ll'-'HU.ljl lower than those of eremnus (South Africa) (Figure 2). incomplete 
sets 
and this was (24 to g) 
Temporal changes body mass at Benfontein Game Farm 
Plotting the means of the mass for adult Sociable Weavers at Benfontein over 10-day 
intervals a lOD,\!-l:errn decline 3) from a mean mass .9, 
between August 1992 and June 1998, to 27.9 g 14) between 
September g .9, 
represented a reduction mean mass 2.9 g (9.9%) 
between first and were involved the 
two n?>l"1n£1<' 1+1-'>1"?>1'''''' III mean mass 28.7 was only 
0.5 the third period a third was involved with no recaptures so it is not 
current LUVUUL 
for lnT<'r_An;;!F'TUI"T differences. 
monthly rainfall on mean iU-"'UUU 
models were tested, 
next month mi+1. 
mass at Benfontein was 
mean mass III 
to rainfall 
were modelled four rainfall UI\.Jllv,",;::, (a) current month rj (b) 
. . 
III prevIOUS 
month ri-l (c) sum of 
current month rj 
month. In 
in current month and previous month ri + ri-l (d) rain in 
n ..... ·uu",,, month ri-l =0, to see of rain a 
the linear was not significant. second order 
polynomial fit a curve starting near zero dropping below zero with 
"'",",J.UF. rainfall, before J.u .... ' ... ,"''''''.,F. at rainfall (example of model (a) in 
quadratic shown is not significant). 
Timing and duration of primary moult 
Individual from two Sociable museum specimens were vvv,l.t;lJlvU (Table 
3). has 10 primary feathers, the 10th primary is This 
outermost primary had a mass than 0.0001 and was thus not ,",VI.'''''''''''',! moult 
HU'W."'~" accounted 8.5-11.6% of the total mass of 











of relative primary mass. 1 nngmg with 
pnmary information were extracted. 18 records showed moult, a 
not ascendant, 1 records (7.4% of showed apparent 
moult, e.g. subspecies, the numbers birds showing 
suspended moult were P. s. eremnus 18 (1.0%), (2.2%), and 70 
(4.0%). bird (BH00041) had apparently moult fourth primary was 
and had recommenced moult from fifth primary (score Unlike 
birds moult more than one primary simultaneously, it was not '11·u .. "'T' .... n1" if moult was 
suspended or just the next was irregular and 
data were not lU .... J. .... ~ .. vu In 
SO.O% active moult at least one feather 
with a score 4). 22 records had at least three feathers as 4, 
444441000, and one record three as 3. number of 
moult was one 1 %), two (13.2%), and 
(0.3%) of Sociable Weavers have one primary when 
moulting, with than 1S% of birds growing more than one primary L~~""'" 
recaptures at Benfontein the same year capture near start 
and of moult gave following "'''UH.VV.lU. .... u on 
281 duration on 9 November and days duration on 
4 December. For South African eremnus population plus two 
... ..,v·,u"" from Sandveld Nature S) duration of moult was 1 
months) and average date was 31 of records were 
and 2000. There were data to analyse eremnus at 
Benfontein 1996 this was similar from 
(Table 4). In socius (Northern Cape, sites in degree 2821), duration 
moult was IS2 (S.l months) started on January. 88% of were from 
2000 and 2002 (Table 4). In Namibia), of moult was 216 days 
months) started on 28 January; however, most of these were collected at 
start of the moult so that duration and end have standard errors and are 











Applying the Underhill-Zucchini 
were 








of moult showed no or overlap, i.e. only one feather growing at a 
time. showed increasing (Figure 6), than speeding 
individual growth feather rates. 
Discussion 
Geographic and seasonal variation in body mass and wing length 
Clancey complicated of based on small 
museum specimens of Sociable considered wing to '"("""'<"'''' 
from north to and east to west. by subspecies indicates 
body mass and length are in eremnus (Namibia) geminus, lending 
possible support for a north-to-south increase in There is no clear pattern east 
to west (Table 1): based on to eremnus (South 
Africa) rather as by by 
shows geographical variability in body variation be an 
of collection methods. For example, some grid cells were represented by 
data from some samples were collected on only one day, small sample 
measurements were .... "'""'+"'''' ..... by One cell had 4816 and it 
was thus inevitable 
would not necessarily 




AVU,I'.'-'~ than those calculated 
nnglrlg data 1). shorter measurements than 
1999, use maxImum from live birds (Herremans et 
chord measurement (de et al. 2001), so Clancey's wing measurements 
are not et (1999) obtained a similar result 
Cisticola Cisticola and considered biometrics based on small 
"' .... 'U,I,H.v"' of museum to be reClommelnae~a that large samples 












rOflIll(mt:al indices was the 
water deficiency. Bergmann's 
'"'''" ...... '''''' tend to larger 
be in the climatic 
correlation between measurements 
correlation body mass with annual 
states that wann-blooded vertebrates from cooler 
vu!.ua"v."butp"~lnnr~t·'nn 
and 2003), which 
was a long-term in mean mass 2.9 g «10%). This 
"1'1',0.1'",,.1' of sampling with birds only 
the breeding season. This seems W"';'''''''",L was little seasonal variation mass. 
futer-observer the 
between first two nPT,nf'<O cannot tested for last period. Sociable Weavers 
in mass by about 
which is similar to the 
(11 %) between and morning (Spottiswoode litt.), 
(Oschadleus 2001). 
database but most uv'vu.v,..., 
44). Thus the of daily mass 
mass loss of 3% recorded for 
of .... "~'nl1."" !"P,UiP, is not 




HU.lLUJlU.:>''-'U, except large numbers of birds 
were captured, resulting in delay h"'1'Ul~''''n 
changes in body mass. Other IJV.~"'UJL" 
orclce~;SlIlg and thus 
temporal mass are to global 











tenn this explanation to Covas et al. (2002) showed that there is a strong 
stabilizing selection on body the that mass probably 
"""',,.. .. .:> from a trade-off of starvation at low mass and predation high 
mass (Gosler Greenwood 1995). the affected to some extent 
the noted, consistent decline mass Weavers at 
Benfontein is more due to stabilizing selection. Whether is due to in 
food supply or in predation rates requires further investigation. 
duration of primary moult Timing 
life of ffi vJ.uJ. ... ""'"'. which 
to mortality; this should favour reduced fecundity 2002). Food 
availability detennines if can occur (Co vas 2002). Individuals should thus 
optimise requirements between and by when sufficient 
is available and by moulting feathers at a relatively slow rate. 
In some species of Ploceidae, Chestnut Weavers 
of moult fairly despite variations in 
season and margin of the Weavers' range, 
,",,",U.l.UI<. period begins spring (late-August to September) (Covas 2002), 
<.uU.J.v"",;.u its onset depends on rainfall varies considerably between 
1973). drought years (Maclean 1 
continue nme (Maclean 1973, 2002). Moult in 
aO[)erurs to commence between 
overlap with an extended 
interrupted during un", .. .:,,,, OJreeam 







Ploceidae in semi-arid environments have widely moult durations, 
although analysed rigorously. Adult '""uv ... "" .... Weavers in northern 
to :Se]:JtelTItJer about 120 days 
of moult White-browed 
t-'IClcel'Jas'sel mahali is 1 days (Jones 1978). Primary moult in 
Sporopipes squamifrons is slow, 
2001). Other taxa in areas 
an estimated duration of c. 













moult over eight months Kalc:hreuter 1979). moult most 
"J.!""''''''' of arid-zone birds studied in Australia lasted months 1968). 
(2004) reviewed duration moult arid uv,'u ........ '" concluding that 
duration is highly variable. 
Sociable Maclean (1973) noted about one primary was .v ..... ......",,, 
month, with the recorded time three weeks. Individual primaries moult 
mainly one at a time and last show 
increasing overlap their growing ""''''1",{1 total duration 
(1996) of months primary moult is thus ",,,~.,,,, ... ,,,,~ 
present study indicated moult durations moult 
durations of weavers in moister eastern parts southern Africa 
from to four months et at. 2001). estimates for moult 
duration widely but have due to suspended moult. primary 
mayan adaptation to energy smce productivity 
low semi-arid environments (Tieleman 2002). addition, slow-growing are 
more to abrasion than ones (Dawson et at. 2000). Sociable 
may experience high of feather abrasion when and their 
as their aluminium wear quickly compared to steel 
rings (Nuttall 2001). Slow-growing high quality primaries would then the 
of stiff projecting along nest entrances. individual primary 
~v ... , ... "'~ analyses gives additional A""'.'F>1'.'" into duration of moult. For example, it was not 
previously known overlap the moult the three 
only analysis individual feathers is for waders, 
feathers frequently simultaneously (Underhi1l2003). 
The 
8.5-12.7% of 
primary feather masses ........ ......,.... between 
feather are typical a "VllCAl'U ....,~'l1'l· .... ·u sm~CH~S and 
are ""u.,'u .... to that weavers (Underhill and 1995, et 2001). 
Subspecies of the Sociable Weaver 
Clancey (1957) described eremnus as a new "yt'''IJ',-,'''J.I"" Cape. 











justification. fact, adnruts that a long Namibia 
many specimens intermediate between nOlnmlate eremnus . .. ' 1989: 
23 Although do instance smaller birds northern Namibia, it 
is best to consider the contiguous Sociable Weaver populations to monotypic. Craig 
(2004) considered monotypic, as regIonal differences are not consistent. 
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Table 1: Mass (g) and wing measurements (nun) adult Weavers in 
Africa, ringers' data by Sociable population, compared with from 
Clancey (1989) 
eremnus (SA) eremnus population 





Standard 2.0 1 




Standard deviation 2.2 
n 3644 































Table 2: Mass (g) measurements (mm) of adult ':)U~;li:1U'lt; Weaver populations in 
Africa, data, by degree grids 1915 = refers to 
one grid cell 15°E in western comer) 
eremnus (SA) eremnus population in 
eremnus (Namibia) = eremnus 
2725 eremnus (SA) 27.5 22-36 1.8 525 -0.4 
2824 eremnus 28.7 20.5-39.6 2.0 4390 0.8 
2118 eremnus 26.1 25-27 0.8 8 -1.8 
2216 eremnus 25.9 20-33 1.7 338 -2.0 
2315 eremnus 24.1 22-29 1.6 26 -3.8 
2317 eremnus (Namibia) 26.1 22.7-31 1.5 142 -1.8 
1915 26.7 20.7-39 2.0 991 -1.2 
2420 socius 24.5 23-26.2 1.1 10 -3.4 
2520 socius 26.4 1 -1.5 
2618 socius 25.9 23-29 1.3 29 -2.0 
2721 socius 24.2 18-30 1.7 117 -3.7 
2821 27.2 26-28.5 1.3 3 -0.7 
2822 socius 27.5 19.2-36 2.2 840 -0.4 
2823 socius 28.5 26.5-30 1.8 3 0.6 
2921 socius 28.2 26-31 1.3 84 0.3 
2415 xericus 27.4 26-30 1.2 15 -0.5 
2416 xeric us 27.4 23-32 1.8 88 -0.5 
2516 xericus 27.5 20.5-33.7 1.9 191 -0.4 
2616 xericus 26.8 21-29 1.5 45 -1.1 
All mass 27.9 18-39.6 2.2 7846 
2725 eremnus (SA) 73.8 71-78 1.8 16 -0.3 
2824 eremnus (SA) 75.0 68-81.5 2.2 3628 0.9 
2118 eremnus 75.4 73-77 1.3 8 1.3 
2216 eremnus 72.8 68-76 1.9 56 -1.3 
2315 eremnus (Namibia) 69.4 66-73 1.3 28 -4.7 
2317 eremnus (Namibia) 73.4 68-78 2.0 147 -0.7 
1915 72.0 64--84 2.0 931 -2.1 
2618 socius 71.6 67-76 1.9 30 -2.5 
2721 socius 71.4 68-76 1.3 113 -2.7 
2821 socius 76.8 76-77 0.5 4 2.7 
2822 socius 73.2 65-80 2.2 841 -0.9 
2823 socius 76.0 72-79 3.6 3 1.9 
2516 xericus 74.0 69-82 2.1 94 -0.1 
2616 xeric us 74.3 72-77 1.5 41 0.2 











Table 3: Individual uV .... ".au>\_ Weaver specimens from 
used in the 
1 0.0098 0.0100 
2 0.0103 0.0107 9.1 
3 0.0113 0.0120 10.0 
4 0.0127 0.0128 10.9 
5 0.01 0.0136 11.6 
6 0.01 0.01 12.6 
7 0.0142 0.0148 12.4 
8 0.0147 0.0151 12.7 
9 0.0136 0.0149 12.2 
10 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0 
Total 0.1 0.1169 0.1 100.0 
49 
University of Cape Town
Estimates 








Moult of adult eremnus Africa) 
Mean 
error error completion error 
(days) date (days) 
3 9 Jan 5.6 29 7.2 
4 1 Feb 2.7 
5 28 3.4 
6 29 Mar 3.2 
7 21 Apr 2.6 
8 8 May 3.0 2.1 










Figure 1: Distribution of Sociable Weavers in southern Africa, showing the races 
described by Clancey (1989) where s = P. s. socius, g = geminus, e = eremnus (South 
African population), en = eremnus (Namibian population) and x = xericus; large dots 
indicate ringing sites with at least mass or wing or primary moult data 
Botswana 












Figure 2: Mean mass per month for five populations of Sociable Weavers in southern 
Africa, all years combined; subspecies as described by Clancey (1989) where P. s. 
socius, solid squares; geminus, open squares; eremnus (South African population), 
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Mass change versus rainfall adult lJV'v"Q"Ul'-' 
Northern Cape; (a) - see text 
4 +---------------~--------------------------------~ 
-6 ~---- ---- .............. --- .............. --.................................................... ········· ....... ·m •••• • •••• ·····_············· --.•••••••••••••. ------- •••••••••••••• ----.~ 
Rainfall (mm) in month i 
Figure of primary moult for Sociable Weavers of the eremnus (South 
Africa) population; solid diamonds feather mass values by date; 
the solid diagonal joins the estimated mean start and dates of moult, while the 
























6: Individual VU.UH.o.L.J rrrr",,,+h Sociable Weavers of 
growth (and Africa) IJV~JLLa.UVH. 
primaries 3-9 are shown ......... "" .. "", .... data for primaries 1 and 2); 
10 
9 11111 
8 11111 11111 
7 11111 11111 
6 1111 1111 
5 I III 11111 
4 I III I III 
3 I II II III I 
2 
1 














Chestnut Weaver biometrics 




















Chestnut Weaver biometrics and primary moult in Namibia 
Abstract 
Seasonal mass and wing length, and and of 
PU.JlUU.LJ moult, were investigated for Chestnut Weavers from northern Namibia. Body 
mass of adult males was 31.2 g 2.6) and females weighed g (SD 1 
Body mass declined March to and started after August 
near end of Wing m new 
primaries (October February) was 80.7 mm (SD 2.7) 
February) 76.8 mm 2.6). For both sexes wing length declined 
breeding season due to leal:ner wear. Adult males moult 
significantly .. ",.u."" .. ".., (9 April versus 30 April) moult lasted longer 
(206 versus 189 The summer rainfall 
were earliest 2000 latest 2004 for and ."'uu;.u .... '.,. Individual primary 
leatners took 11 to 18 days to grow. 
Introduction 
The Chestnut Weaver Ploceus rubiginosus is a colonial species of regions. It is a 
local or seasonally There are two populations: P. r. 
occurs and southern rLU.;;;VJ,U and 
subspecies m Africa m Ethiopia, Somalia, Uganda, and 
Tanzania (Craig 2004). In mostly 
savanna Namibian escarpment 1997). 
In Namibia the Chestnut breeding season the wet 
season, thus can occur anytime to with a m 
February March (Herremans 1997). It is not known whether this makes more 
one anyone breeding season (Komen and 1990). Males 
build the copulate receptive then the soon 
afterwards, leaving females to incubate the eggs rear the young and 
1990). Nest four (Halenke 1971), incubation is 11-14 











Adult wing-moult begins between April and June, and is completed by October 
(Komen and Buys 1990). Komen and Buys (1990) showed that males initiate moult 
earlier than females because males can start moult when they have left the colonies, 
but breeding females must continue caring for their young before they are able to start 
moult. However, the starting date of moult, the duration of moult and the delay 
between the starting date of females relative to males, are unknown. The aim of this 
paper was to provide these data on moult, and on the seasonal variation in body mass 
and wing length, for Chestnut Weavers in Namibia. 
Methods 
Ringing data were collected in the standard SAFRING (South African Bird Ringing 
Unit) electronic format. This includes standard ringing information (such as location 
and date) and data on bird body mass, wing length and primary moult (de Beer et al. 
2001). Records were from the degree grid cell 19°5-20oS, 15°E-16°E, mostly on 
Windpoort Farm (19°20'S 15°28'E), Namibia (Figure 1). Birds were sexed on 
plumage in the breeding season, and on a combination of features like general size, 
eye colour, bill length and shape, and leg size during the non-breeding season. Body 
mass and wing length data were analysed by sex and by month. Monthly rainfall data 
were recorded on Tandala Ridge on Windpoort Farm. 
The Chestnut Weaver has 10 primary feathers, moulted from the innermost 
primary outwards. The primaries of four wings from two female specimens and two 
wings of a male specimen were dried in an oven at 60°C for 24 hours to eliminate 
moisture and weighed (Ohaus GA200D balance, precision O.OOOlg), to determine the 
relative mass of each primary (as described in Underhill and Summers 1993). 
Underhill and Joubert (1995) showed that small samples are adequate to determine the 
relative masses of primary feathers because there is little intra-specific variation in 
this characteristic. The Underhill-Zucchini moult model (Underhill and Zucchini 
1988), developed to estimate start and duration of primary moult, was applied to the 
data sets. The data were considered to be of 'type 2' of Underhill and Zucchini 
(1988), because full moult scores were recorded for each bird and all birds were 
considered available for sampling throughout the moult period. The parameters of 











al. (1980, 1983), designed to reduce the bias introduced by fact that the individual 
leathers are of different masses. moult used was erc1ent;age feather mass 
to the me:lnCIQ of Underhill 
score for the individual 
Summers (1993). In addition, this 
parameters moult of pnmary 
Underhill et in press). 
according 
was 
Brandao (1998) (see also Underhill et al. press) '''U''''''''"' the Underhill-
Zucchini (1988) moult model to dates groups of birds males 
and .. "UlaH .. ,,,. or ... .u" ....... 
.",uUa,LU deviation) constant. She 
hypothesis likelihood ratio 
the same. """""'-",", was applied to inter-annual 





moult and to 
1560 ringing records and recapture records were obtained for adult Chestnut 
Weavers 1mr'!.Ul'" sex .... "'n""'''.''''' April 1999 November 2004. 
Sexual and seasonal variation in body mass wing length 
The mean masses of adult and Chestnut Weavers were 31.2 g 2.6) 
and 27.4 g (SD 1.9) (Table 1). Mass after the season 
and end moult, in 
peaks body mass in March, September and may be to small 
sample (n<30 in of these months both sexes). 
for birds new (October -
and 76.8 mm (SD 2.6) 
respectively (Table 1). Wing length declined after the 
adult males and females, 
",,,,,,,UAl"> season both males 
females 3), presumably due to of feather extent of 
feather abrasion is by between the minimum monthly 
(in Figure 3) the length of wings with new primaries. The 
length were mm males and ,J.'"' ... u ..... '" respectively 











Timing and duration of primary moult 
primary feather masses of 
primaries 1-5, equal in primary 6 
(Table 2). 
was in males than L"'U,~"""'''' 
Records of four males indicated arrested moult u",,,,,,,, .. .:,,,, 
were new primaries followed by old (one bird in April, one in May, 
July, four in August) and were excluded from this analysis. Of birds 
the number of growing primary leamers 
(7.8%), and three (0.2%). 
an individual was one (92.0%), 
Moulting were r>" ... 1·n .. ,~.-I the moulting season 4 
this '"'u, ... vA' ... ., par"amelerS to be estimated reliably. males, 
duration of moult was "''''''lHU,tt''''''' (6.9 months) mean starting 
date was 9 April. of moult was 
(6.3 months) and the mean date was 30 April 





variations in the 
there were sufficient rec:of(lS 
of moult (Table 3), and this is '"".""v", 




males O;'P.n .... P£'l 
month of rainfall was December In 
primary moult on 29 March and days later. In 
.................... Lvau ... was February, males started on 16 April and 
2003/2004 the peak rainfall months were - February, 
and females 13 days 






(Table 4, Figure 7). were IIlSIUIIl.CIt:,[ll other years or 
11 to 18 days to 
individual primaries 
11 days to 
primaries. 
to converge. Individual ... "" .... , .. ,." .• '" 
apparent overlap in 
and 9-10. The reduced 10th 
primary was greater than that 
in body mass and wing length 
presented in study are on a substantially larger 











a larger for mass and in both sexes. mass both sexes is 
within 1 g Craig's (2004) mean. Mean wing length is ....... ~" ... ~¥ in Komen's (1990) 
data by 3.0 mm within 1.0 mm 
Seasonal changes in body mass and wing length 
mass of both sexes declined after the breeding season started increasing at 
the moult. This is found in some Ploceidae weavers, but not others. 
(1978) KwaZulu-Natal, a similar .,..'>T'r"' ..... 
existed; masses were attained at start the season by 
and at time egg-laying by Both sexes tended to during 
breeding season, but there was an increase in weight the time of the post-nuptial 
moult, reaching the minimum annual the season. This 
..,al.L .... ~l1 does not apply Red-headed Weavers Anaplectes melanotis mass 




regions without showing clear 
.. ...,u.u.u", Chestnut Weavers 
the of the primaries Feather wear may be in birds living 
as 
Vf'.~'"u.", than those due to three environmental thorny 
vegetation, intense sunlight exposure to (Jenni and Winkler 1 
Herremans (1 considered that these explain why Black-chested 
Prim as Prinia jlavicans the Kalahari have a biannual primary moult. 
Sociable Weavers extended moult to better 
quality feathers that abrasion (Oschadleus 2004). Serra (2001) showed that in 
Grey Plovers Pluvialis duration moult plays a In 
determining primary quality and hence primary durability, with that 
been grown showing feather abrasion. In Namibia, Chestnut 
build their nests in thorny Acacia 1997); explain 
why J....,al.l1 .... L aUlla"".LVH appears to commence ...,"' .... '"); season. 
and duration of primary moult 
Komen Buys (1990) found that adult wing-moult oe{l[lns 
with apparently V"'t:;U.LUUJl5 moult 
In of years, adult 
61 
nrtlSel1t analysis 










two to four 
roles ofthe sexes 
females and 
the eggs and rear 
complete 
rainfall month. 
.. ...,u .... u,v'"' (Table 3). This is clearly 
males build the 
soon afterwards, 
females n,",<,tnt"'''''' 
VUJ'V ... ..,. Primary moult 
period corresponds with the 





..,..., .... uAh cycle, thus 
allowing within the rain period primary moult 
starting as 6). Breeding is not r",,,,·t,.,('t,,,rI to wet years (Komen and 
Buys 1990), so it would be interesting to compare bre~edllllg and moult over more 
years with in rainfall. 
durations, ..... u.euJ".hu 
semi-arid environments 





and five to 
~"'V'~V"'" moult analyses indicate 
(1978) estimated the rl>""""""""'" 
pnmary moult 




n,.,1m,;n"'I.l moult in White-browed 
Sparrow-weavers Plocepasser mahali as (2001) estimated !JUl.Hal 
moult in Scaly-feathered Finches ,\nr>rOlrnnes squamifrons as c. 7-12 months. 
The 
thus conaoara 
in Chestnut Weavers 
to the moult durations 
study (six to seven months) were 
in other arid-zone ",,,,,,'On,,,",,.,, 
weavers in the eastern and southern parts of 
moult duration is to months (Craig et al. 2001). 
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Table 1: Mass (g) wing measurements (rom) by sex adult Chestnut Weavers in 
northern Namibia study, compared with from (2004) Komen 
(1990), measurements are with new primaries - February) 
65 
University of Cape Town
1 Female 1 2 Male 1 
wmg left wing right wing 
1 0.0079 0.0078 0.0085 0.0079 0.0086 8.0 7.7 
2 0.0083 0.0082 0.0089 0.0083 0.0090 8.1 
3 0.0088 0.0085 0.0094 8.6 
4 0.0099 0.0102 0.0105 9.5 
5 0.01 0.0117 0.0115 0.0121 15 11 10.8 11.1 
6 
7 0.0130 0.0130 0.0144 1 1 
0\ 
0\ 8 0.0136 52 1 1 1 
9 0.0141 1 0.0158 1 14.5 14.1 
1.3 -
1 100.0 100.0 
University of Cape Town
Estunates of for 1 
Sex Year Mean Standard Standard Standard Duration Duration Standard Mean Standard n 
m 205.8 6.9 3.8 1 Nov 1.8 975 
f 189.4 6.3 4.8 5 Nov 2.9 552 
m 2000 29 Mar 37.2 1.2 203 6.8 4.1 18 Oct 2.4 386 
m 2001 16 4.3 37.2 1.2 203 6.8 4.1 5 Nov 2.9 227 
m 2004 3.8 37.2 1.2 203 6.8 4.1 14 Nov 5.8 244 
3.9 35.4 1.5 190.3 6.3 5.3 24 Oct 3.1 223 
4.6 35.4 1.5 190.3 6.3 5.3 19 Nov 3.8 133 













male Chestnut northern Namibia in 2000 
Error completing Error 
1 2SApr 3.0 32.1 1.1 14.5 1.2 13 May 2.9 
2 SMay 2.S 32.1 1.1 14.5 1.2 22 May 2.9 
3 14 May 3.3 23.6 2.5 15.5 2.9 29 May 2.S 
4 26 May 2.S 22.2 2.2 12.1 2.4 7Jun 2.5 
5 6Jun 2.3 18.6 1.6 17.2 2.5 23Jun 2.2 
6 211un 2.2 18.1 1.5 16.3 2.4 7 Jul 2.1 
7 7Jul 2.1 17.5 1.6 13.S 2.2 21Jul 2.0 
8 21 Jul 2.0 17.2 2.1 15.9 2.6 6 2.3 











Figure 1: sites of adult Chestnut Weavers in one grid cellI 
1 Namibia, 1999-2004. Solid circles show from which biometric and 
moult were obtained. the cells Namibia and 
Botswana which Chestnut Southern 

















(and body mass (g) adult 'kOC"·t .... l11" Weavers month 
1999-2004 
.Lvu •• .uvu respectively are 
,.,>v",",u squares 







Figure 3: Mean (and SD) 
Mar Apr May Jun 
11 61 50 58 
2 46 74 19 
... "." ... ko' ..... Namibia, 1999-2004; 
Jul Aug 




for females respectively are 
squares; females, closed 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep 
70 
Oct' Nov Dec 
179 206 23 











Figure 4: of primary moult male Weavers in northern 
Namibia, 1999-2004; the diamonds relative real:ner 
the solid line estimated mean start 
diagonal dotted lines the 95% VVJlU.~'U.,",LLv 
moult scores on any date 
of primary "'''''''''"'"'' in 
Namibia, 1999-2004; solid ......... <Ln .... u ..... .., rpT1,rpCPT1T feather mass values by 
date; diagonal 
while diagonal dotted 
















estlmate~a mean start and end of moult, 
confidence of 
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Figure Monthly at Tandala l.'\.I\,J,)o;,-" northern 






and .... a.'ll'"', .... 
7: Individualvl.u,llaI adult male Chestnut 
Namibia 2000; crosses indicate ofthe start end of 
pnmary A."'<A' .... ~A and lines HIYI"' ........ standard for 1 0 
Table 4 
10 
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The Red-billed Quelea in southern Africa: primary nloult and 





















The Red-billed Quelea in southern Africa: primary moult and the 
rainfall migration model 
Abstract 
feather mass was uniform was adjusted by the number of primaries 
growmg vV<.<V".u simultaneously moult was faster. Red-
Queleas are thought to ~"~1""'-'- relative movement of rain fronts, allowing 
IJV~":HU'''' multiple breledulg one season. 'rainfall models' were 
evaluated light results of primary moult analyses. are present 
throughout through the year, and a proportion of population moves short 





Quelea quelea, the most abundant bird 
species. Endemic to ":u..uv.",. it is a major 
threat to subsistence and 
Ian11erS (Bruggers and 1989, ~'~-"-.J 
well-defined populations: q. aUl'.!lea occurs in western 
the world, is an 
crops and is 
economIC importance to 
There are 
~erleg;al to 
q. aethiopica in north-eastern Africa Sudan to Somalia, 
F.""'''-"'', Kenya Tanzania, Q. q. lathamii southern (Craig Elliott 
DOS{-IJreemng population to 1.5 billion 
queleas are killed each in control operations, millions 











Herremans One strategies this so successful is thought to 
itinerant birds successively at different III 
conditions .... W..Lu." a single breeding season (Bruggers Elliott 1989). 
"N-,,"r<>n·u is known as 'rainfall-migration model', and was developed Ward (1971), 
and elaborated by Jones At each breeding attempt, 
.... ',,·<> .... ·to incubate eggs and feed young. Males leave "'''''''''''''''Y 
have well-developed their oviducts when they their ........ , ... "' •. 'u"'''', 
which are to three after (Jones 1989c). 
Quelea is a particularly specIes, L .... LJlu ... '''' ... 'n 
little is known about moult (Oschadleus 2001); Craig et al. (2001) 
Eastern and Thompson (1988) compared 
timing 
pnmary is important UI;;'\.,.:tu.)1;;' it ....... n",n 
<UllJlU<U cycle of 
because 
within the .................. £1 
parameters 
considered at a 
pnmanes. 
ULUUL", of moult) of 
localities southern 
context 'rainfall-migration HLV ......... J. , which 
understanding quelea movements. 
Methods 
Ringing data were submitted nngers 
a 
timing duration of 
cornpcmeltlt of the 
of the I-.n." ......... y 
other feather tracts takes place 
of the primary moult 
LfU'''''lI. •• a Q. q. lathamii were 
These were placed 
conventional framework for 
electronic used SAFRING 
African Ringing includes location, date primary moult (de 
et UD-·re!'(lOrlS were chosen with at least 100 recorcls of birds 
growing >Au .... "'·"', with 
end of nnlm~:n.,., moult. 
spread the especially at the start 
lO-rel:!:IOIIS were (Figure 1): one degree 
which includes all recorClS from Windpoort 
Fann Etosha Namibia; 1725 which includes all from III 













2628 55 ~V"""'HU"''''I 
Results the r,,,,,,,,,,,, 
O-regllOnS~ a similar 
2001) were compared to records from 
using the records from grids 3125, 3225, 
3325 3326. 
The Red-billed has nnlm';U'"\l .L .. ?"' .. Jl .... ~'" (the 1 Oth primary is 
which are moulted the pnmary masses of 
primary (as described Underhill and 1993) were et al. 
(2001). The Underhill-Zucchini moult model (Underhill Zucchini 1988), developed 
to the start and duration of primary moult, was applied to the sets. The 
were to of (Underhill and 1 because moult 
scores were recorded all sampling 
throughout the moult period. The of moult were estimated 
transformations recommended by et al. (1980, 1 designed to reauce 
bias introduced by that the individual feathers are different masses. moult 
used was percentage feather mass grown (PFMG), calculated the score 
for feathers according to the of Underhill and (1 In 
addition, this was undertaken to estimate parameters of moult of 
individual nnlm<ll"'ll (Underhill Underhill et al. in 
Results 
1 ~H5U15 records five recapture rP/',nrri were obtained for adult Red-billed 
grid cells in Namibia, ~n't"'Ul-:ln and between March 1999 
and 2970 recaolure records between March 
1995 and January are available the Cape, including records 
published in et al. (2001). were considered to be in moult both 
new old primary .LV<.!-U''',.'' were n1"~''' ... 'nl and there were no rrrr'UT1" feathers. The 
peI"Celltalges of birds with arrested moult varied in Botswana, it was 6.1 %; 
Namibia in Gauteng 1 and 0.4% These were 
the moult analysis. Of birds moult, of 











Namibia, most birds moulted one primary at a but about 7% moulted two; 
..,Lunul, ...... "wV",..,'J increased to 19%; in 
.. H' ..... '~.., were moulted simultaneously, with 
'"'+"""O~'" the moulting two 
up to 
more than half of the moulting two primaries 1). 
Capture birds was distributed fairly evenly over the moulting season 
(Figure this improves the reliability of the moult estimates. Namibia, duration of 
Lll!JLaL\"'U to 75 (2.5 months) the mean date was 
21 moult adults was estimated to be 83 (2.8 
months) and the mean In Gauteng duration moult in adults 
was to be 101 (3.4 • .,VA ..... ",) the mean date was 23 
2). 
The Underhill-Zucchini model was applied to individual for 
(Table Figure 3). was a of 
in duration growth of Gauteng the individual feathers took 
hp~'HP'>n 17 and 36 to grow, in the Eastern 18 to days, Botswana 10 to 18 
days, 
moult 
m In the latter two sub-regions, however, duration of 
not (Table 
Using the information Cape, and 
simplistically assuming that each grows uniformly, the proportion of the 
primary mass produced day was calculated (Figure 4). Gauteng this varied 
0.57% and 1.46% from one exceptional when primaries 8 to 10 were 
all estimated to be growing): rate was lowest 0.57%) when primaries 1 and 2 were 
growmg, peaked at 1.46% over a nine-day period, primaries 9 and 10 were 
In the Cape, the birds initially displayed a slightly higher 












consistent with the OPl1,pr~ pattern southern African passerines, namely that primary 
moult commences completion of and usually takes in autumn 
winter. length of delay across southern IS .,UJ'uu .... delay 
the In onset of wet seasons across Africa bel:wt:~en 
north-west (Allan et 1997). 
pattern duration of of individual feathers was unexpected, and 
widely different sub-regions (Table 3). Gauteng outer which 
is the heaviest and accounts 14.8% of pnmary mass et al. 2001), 
was the to grow days). four small primaries, accounting for 8.0% to 
of total took up to twice as to grow to 36 However, 
the inner primaries were being moulted, three or v.'"', ....... "'''' were often (rrr"''''T1 
simultaneously. the outer primaries were being moulted, one or two primaries were 
3). 
This moult strategy results in unifonn production 
4). A moult) was ""n, .... " ... , 
concurrently but l'rr1'\Ul1',... them rapidly. The outennost 
than in Namibia (6 
showed that Terns Chlidonias 
L"''''''U''',- "''''L'''ULL''' (Figure 
times 
ZenateUo et at. (2002) 
primaries at a slow 
"'IJ""VU. or less tn.." ............... .., results are contrary to those for 
Common Starlings to ""' ... ,,"""'" 
moult periods .'''HC',,,.. .... 2004). (2002) derrlons:tratled feather quality was 
to moult III Plovers Pluvialis squatarola. 
It was striking that timing of completion moult in 
was more synchronized than the commencement of moult. In three four 
the mean completion dates lay 2 and 8 August, the mean 
completion Botswana was two weeks (Table This 
synchronization of completion was possible the duration of '-,,"'-"U-U'H'~,U 
In Cape (Figure 1, Table 2). In 











Red-billed Quelea in summer rainfall region of southern Africa, period 
to November is longest time the production of and the 
food is least It is therefore probably period during which 
moult should not be undertaken. 
most likely reason the variation moult duration is related to 
movements of species. Birds migrating to and and start 
moult, but to complete moult. consequence is that 
birds in may grow a lower quality than of 
southern Africa; to be further. 
Moult in the annual cycle and the rainfall-migration model 
971) that Queleas out .,..."'.,r\Y",, which are to 
Dr(Hrr'eSS of consequent availability of food. In southern Jones 
(1989a, b) applied hypothesis to movements Red-billed Quelea, and proposed 
a rainfall-migration model the in this region. This model is based on a 
initiation the wet season across the summer rainfall zone of 
southern Africa its on the of natural a south-
east to north-west transect KwaZulu-Natal to northern onset of the 
heavy rains trigger seed germination is progressively (Allan et al. 1 
15). Optimal conditions for breeding, namely the availability of grass seed 
to eight weeks the start of heavy rains. According to this 
model, a pre-breeding towards the 
south-east in November, areas with good breeding conditions about 
weeks the and start breeding. The cycle takes about seven 
construction egg overlap and are completed days; lasts 
9-10 days; period takes 1 3 days; chicks 16 commence 
self-feeding at 19 days, and are independent u"' .... o •• "f'" a day or two after this) 
(Jones 1989c). The of ogJres:ses steadily towards north-
west. Adults desert breeding colonies as soon as move north-
west to find places heavy rains started to weeks previously, and breed 











breeding event. terms of this u.V' .... ""J.. Red-billed ,-,y'"."""", are as 
breeders, and north-west movement to suc:ce!ssn .......... lllJ<, colonies is known as 
"'''"' .......... migration (Ward 1971, regular north-west 
to SOlun··ea:st rrr"r,,,, .. ,,, between .. UU.HJ ..... over .... l".<lll"' ... " in 
excess of 1000 Ian (Ward 1971, Jones 1989b). 
Because 
between 
itinerant .... "."·P'T'Tl 
the enormous variability pattern rainfall southern 
this model is an over-simplification, but the underlying principle of 
to be correct (Jarvis 1989). Breeding same bird at more 
in a single breeding season has not yet demonstrated in southern 
shown to occur Ethiopia (Jaeger et 1986). 
UV'.u .. ",y. out that a modified of the <<AU.'''''U migration LUVY.""L 
was more to be appropriate; he that movement be 
on a much scale than envisaged by Ward (1 (1989a, b). 
early-summer rainfall pattern in southern Africa entails SClJlUereO thunder storms resulting 
I"Ip1"1"''''P1'"I the suitable habitat 
patches 
to 
would geIlenue. At start of the 
dry areas where seeds had not yet germinated, until 
birds would 
time as 
would be places where rain had fallen six to 
eight where and were abundant. Jarvis (1989) 
suggested ".I. .... , ..... '" 1'"Ir.l'"ft'l_:\UP'QT to south-east 
but random 
rainfall migration 971) and 
it assumed that the 
(1989) was never 
presented as a partial of 
que leas moved the north-west to SOllm··ea:SI broad-brush seasonal analysis 
data in the Southern (Mundy and 
not support this idea. the 
range of Africa found that, at this level, 
are present throughout range virtually throughout the year'. 
rates showed little "..,,,,"'VjLUU 
lowveld (northern the National were 











similar pattern of vVL.!U ...... V, .. '" presence was observed in southern Mozambique (Parker 
1999), whereas in central Mozambique, unexpectedly, reporting were highest in 
rPrITl11"'\' ago, (1905) noted that some quelea were 
__ ,'wup., while other ""Inn",,,, passed through on These 
lend support Jarvis' (1989) SnCIIT-lIIS!anc:e rainfall ....... ..,'TU\,., Ii""''''',",,,. The ringing 
on which this paper is based demonstrated that que lea were ...... 1'·"''''11' III of 
study areas throughout year, not in the season or moult 
period. The small number "nt,11-"" obtained was consistent with the of 
the population. 
It is impossible to tArr' .... "t the 
distance rainfall UiV .... "". Oschadleus (2000a) plotted patterns ona 
monthly basis; most movements were not along the to south-east axis 
predicted by migration model. overwhelming majority the 5 
were over distances than 100 were III site 
L"'/:,.Uj::" The ring recovery data thus also support the Jarvis (1989) short-distance rain 
migration modeL 
Agricultural activities have undoubtedly modified the movement pattern 
queleas. and of lots provide food 
at when it scarce, so that birds not to be as as 
in the past (Mundy and 1997, Whittington-Jones et al. 200 Quelea are 
obligate drinkers and development of networks dams (both small farm and 
reservoirs) 
they 
areas with no open water has enabled queleas to VA~HVJ. 
not otherwise Overgrazing, 
encroachment previously treeless areas, have also provided sites 
areas that were previously unsuitable (Jones 1989b). 
geographical pattern of breeding seasonality predicted by 
bush 
breeding colonies 
.......... 1'''........ model is weakly supported by a trend the timing 
South Africa it is December to April, Botswana .....,"'VVi ... V."'. to April, and in Namibia 
January to 2004). The later start to III Namibia is more 
explained terms 













two-month delay the onset heavy Namibia relative to 
south-eastern South closely with difference the data the 
commencement of moult across (Table 2). Our results therefore ;:)I.U~l:::V;:)1. 
nnlM<:Il .... ' moult place ImmeOl(lltel completion of breeding. 
the ~V"lE.-\.H"","U'''''' model were correct, movements across 
southern would .... ,"' .... ,,1"'" ",..,.1"""",,,,,,r'" HU,'UU,,,,, and all birds would to a 
meta-population. would that, from start 
moult which is related to breeding seasonality, moult parameters would similar 
throughout the is not case. The 
of moult are large, 75 days and days (Table whereby 
individual are moulted 3). The proportion of one 
primary at a time 
seems unlikely regional 
UUJUV'''' to 22% 
magnitude 
(Table 1). It 
exist within a single 
meta-population is continuously mixed up by long-distance migration, and 
more likely to be explained regional aptatI()fls along environmental clines. Thus 
this study lend support to Jarvis (1989) short-distance rain 
err"""""" model. 
Strengtbs, limitations and extensions of tbis study 
study benefited from fact that the moult parameters were estimated at all 
same fieldwork protocol; this is a by-product of 
SAFRING courses conducted 2000 
2000b). It also benefited the use of a statistical model to 
statistical of moult by Serra 
(2002)~ who demonstrated the importance of uniform making fine-scale 
comparisons of the timing and duration between sites. 
UU'.dHHrL.lU''"''''',LUU moult model assumes that the O<,UUVJ"" of birds is 
a representative of a population of birds. nomadic behaviour during moult 
generates a birds the study in such a that populations passing 











representative of any real population. However, the ring-recovery data provide no 
evidence that this pattern of movement occurred. 
At each study site, data for several years were combined because sample sizes in 
any single year were small. This is not ideal, because there may be inter-year differences 
in moult parameters. At best, the consequence of this is that the moult appears less 
synchronized than it actually is in an individual year. At worst, a large sample of birds 
from a single year in which moult is particularly early or late can bias the results. This 
latter scenario is unlikely, because the contributions of data from single days were 
generally small. The results from each of our study areas are likely to be representative of 
the average moult parameters at the site. 
This analysis has revealed geographical patterns in the timing and duration of 
primary moult across southern Africa. Data from a selection of sites across the 
subcontinent would confinn the geographical pattern of timing of moult, and the pattern 
of duration, which were not anticipated. Further studies of the primary moult of the Red-
billed Quelea should concentrate on an understanding of inter-year variation at a study 
site; this requires sampling at regular intervals throughout the moult period of the 
population at the selected site over several years. 
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Mean Standard 
starting error deviation error 
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Figure 1: Capture of adult Red-billed Queleas in one grid cells, 
J-,'-VL'''' Black dots in the cells show sites which primary moult data were 
obtamlea; the three Cape show the sites Craig et (200 used. 
quarter-degree cells in southern in which Red-billed were 
recorded during Southern African Atlas Project are shaded (Mundy and 
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Figure 3: Individual primary fTY£"'HTn 
southern Africa; crosses HiU'v",""" 
feather, and distances 
primaries; data in 
(a) Individual primary growth 
adult Red-billed Queleas in different 
of the start and end of moult for each primary 
lines indicate standard errors for 
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(c) Individual of adult Red-billed Queleas Gauteng Province 
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Figure 4: Model of the relative amount of the total primary mass produced 
adult Red-billed Queleas in two regions South Africa, the Gauteng Province (crosses) 
and the Eastern Cape (closed diamonds) 
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Geographic variation in breeding seasonality and primary 
moult parameters in Cape Weavers, Southern Masked 




















Geographic variation in breeding seasonality and primary 
moult parameters in Cape Weavers, Southern Masked Weavers 
and Southern Red Bishops in South Africa 
Abstract 
Masked Weaver Ploceus velatus expanded its range into the south-
western Western and here it has advanced its peak breeding and 
moult onset by one month to is still a that 
Weaver capensis. Peak breeding the Southern ~UDU;~CU;~S orix 
IS same as that of the two Ploceus species retarded by one 
or two months in the other regions. Southern Masked use trees and 
equally in different parts South Africa. Variation in start 
pt'\pnrl<1 largely on rainfall. In the ploceids, primary moult started in the same 
month that the last are laid. For the Cape Weaver moult started 
along the coast from the Western Cape to KwaZulu-Natal, and duration 
moult to 4.1 In Southern Masked Weavers 
moult started between December and March, while duration of moult was to 
months. In Southern Red Bishops moult started early in Western (13 
December). much later the other regions. Duration of moult varied from 2.4 to 
3.1 LUVLUU". 
Introduction 
Weaver Weaver P. The 
Southern 
Africa. 
Bishop L:JUU£C;lJ£C;" ortx are three common LHL',",'-"U"" South 
Keith 2004). 
rainfall patterns: 
are polygynous, colonial, <:"'P'''_''CllllT1 
the of the Western with a typical Mediterranean climate, 
the south coast with rain throughout the year, the summer a!H,LaU region 
over the (Allan et al. 1997). Within South the 
VUl',~'" climate gradients are east-west (Allan et winter-rainfall 











rainfall region of the 
there is a gradient 
the summer rainfall region (24°-30
0
S), 
\..;U.:!.;)l.:U forest on the east coast to desert on the 
A_, ... _A 1 contains the fynbos biome, while Gauteng and west coast. The Western 
KwaZulu-Natal are mainly in savanna and 
transition area with a mixture 
a.i:)~.la.J..LU biomes. The Eastern Cape is a 
The extent local movements by determines the environmental 
conditions to which they are a ploceids studied 
HB..'UICla. distance moved 
1 km, respectively 
distances of Cape 
~"., ..... ~.- Masked Weavers 
inhabiting arid areas 
i:lU\,i\JH,ii:) most cOInp~elle:d to move about to 
are long-distance 
by Weavers and by uv' .... u"'. 
and Underhill 
were about three 
and Underhill 200 I). 
unpredictable rainfall, should be 
patchy food resources. Herremans (1994) presenlted 
Masked Weaver is a partial migrant in south-eastern 
emigration of juveniles and sometimes also ".,U,U:U'."i:I 
Red Bishops do not move great distances. 
original capture site and 20% were within 20 km 
1 the greatest distance between ringing and .. "',.."'''.:> ..... T 
2004). In the non-breeding season 
'1 .... ''''LH.lUF; grasslands and agricultural lands 
J:'.,U,Olel~tej species (Craig 1980). 
Masked Weaver is a 
into this 
~U\J;U\J", that the Southern 
based on the 
dry winter season. 




concerning the early published rec:onis 
(1985) 
in the 
MacDonald (1990) investigated 
... ...aJlVV. Oschadleus et al. (2000) provide evidence of an 
on Nest Record Collection of BirdLife South with .. ",,.,,,, .. ,1,,, 
1 
variation in breeding seasonality and in starting date and 
moult to climatic and environmental conditions 
well ","'ullv"'ll birds (Craig 1983). In broad terms, Ull;;OU.LHJ:;\ 
is in the summer months and is known to 











2000, et al. 2001). In Cape adult wing-moult is from October to 
March November to April Southern Red Bishops (Craig et al. 
2001), and January to March in Southern (Oschadleus et al. 2000). 
The are to investigate variation in breeding seasonality and 
LUH.1H5 and primary moult in common ploceids in South Africa. In 
particular are investigated different climate zones which lie on the 
same thus factoring out the Oschadleus et al. 2001). 
et al. (2001) later breeding Southern Red Bishops related 
to nesting sites so nest are analysed. timing of moult of long-established 
III rainfall Weaver and Layard 
1867) is compared with the newly established Southern Masked Weaver. Finally, 
timing of breeding is to U.1HH15 of moult in all 
Methods 
.l::.sn;~eamg seasonality data were obtained from the BirdLife South Africa Nest 
Card (NRC) (RP and I unpublished data; Underhill et ai. 
1991) and by my own unpublished of Masked 
in Dundee, KwaZulu-NataL Prys-Jones and Newton (unpublished data) 
estimated the month laying of the first for 
U.1'-,,",'-.1j,U"'- seasonality all birds in South Africa 
then summarised 
presenting monthly totals of 
'"'U'-'."'Ji:> per of 
Transvaal this incorporates 
most of the ... """", .. rI 
"' ........ .115 Province, from 
cmllo;are breeding ",","."V.lI",'" J' 
weavers, the tabulated data of Prys-Jones and Newton were 
median and the and and median was 
calculated by monthly sums the of nest Lv,",VH •• " 
The median month was the month in which the cumulative sum first 50%. 
values of sums the previous months were used to assign a 
relative distance into the iU ... "UJ." were 47% cumulative 
records by the end October, and 64% by end of November, the median clearly 
falls during November. Then (50-47)/(64--47) 17.7%, 
UL"" .... H'~'"' into ,,","''''''','''' 17.7% into November (month 











about three 5th and percentiles were interpolated in a similar '-<t""uv,,, 
Dates in January were In 1 (not 0). 
Ringing data were by ringers the standard SAFRING (South 
African Bird Unit) electronic This includes 
UH'UU',''''tj'VH (such as location and body mass, length and 
primary moult (de Beer et al. 2001). .1"\ ..... '5-";'5 and recapture rec:onlS submitted to 
from 1998 to 2003 adults of the "'-''''''''''''''' were ,,"VTT"<>l"'TPn from 
database. 
Primary '-"',,'v, ... " were from database for all three 
(Figure 1). Data Western KwaZulu-Natal and 
were from one-by-one geographic em~cts within 
and 2627 were COl1t1bllled. provinces, in Gauteng where data from grids 
cases except one, extraction was to period 
1998 to 2004. Weavers KwaZulu-Natal, records 1 
onwards were included so that the number records would be sufficient for the 
Underhill Zucchini (1988) moult model to converge. and duration of 
moult U£Ll <tHI"-' were compared to breeding seasonality. Results were COltnpare:d 
with those .... VJlh,..'''' ... for these in the Cape et 2001). 
In the three spe:Cles. moult primaries is ascendant, with the feathers 
one to nine outwards. The relative masses of pnmary 
described in Underhill Summers 1 were obtained from published sources: 
'-"U .... _A,'U .. and 1995), Southern Masked Weaver et 
al. 2000) Southern Red Bishop et 2001). and (1995) 
showed that small samples are to etermme the relative masses of primary 
feathers there is little variation this characteristic. 
moult (Underhill Zucchini to 
estimate start and duration primary moult, was applied to data 
were considered to be 'type the model, because full scores were 
recorded for bird and all birds were considered available for 
throughout moult period. parameters moult were "'.,.u ...... "' .... 
the transformations recommended by et at. (1980, 1983), designed to reduce 
bias introduced by the fact that individual are of masses. 











moult score for individual L"' ....... "',.'" according to method of Underhill and 
~'UJ""'''''' (1993). 
Results 
for months (5th 
Red Bishops (1.4-6.5 months, mean 
months, mean 3.9 months) and 
95th percentiles) is shortest in Southern 
months), intennediate in Cape 
Southern Masked Weavers (3.9-5.4 
mean 4.6 months) (Table 1). By region, the range for egg-laying months was 
most variable across "..,""' .. ~'" ill "''''J'VH.'''. 1.e. 
Northern (1.4-4.6). 
Peak (median) occurred in the Western Cape for all three 
median followed different sequences northwards for 
was and Masked 
Weavers in Cape, Karoo, and ....... u.H."' ... Transvaal, with the 
maximum difference in medians being eight days in the Karoo. 
the Cape Weaver median than that 
the Western 
Southern Masked 





months behind the median for 
in KwaZulu-Natal to 46 in the fonner 
The made et (2001) that by Southern 
Red Bishops may related to sites was tested. seasonality nesting 
habitat use by Southern Masked Weavers were different of 
Africa, and found both trees and reeds are used early, as well 'as throughout, the 
breeding season this (Table 
Moulting birds were captured throughout the moulting season 2); 
enabled the moult parameters to be estimated (Table 3). onset of moult 
began first (11 November - 2 February) and was longest 1 months) for the 
Cape Weaver, later (27 22 March) but was shortest (2.2-2.8 
months) for the Southern Masked Weaver, and began latest December -
1"\1"'""""1"1 Red Bishop. March) and was of length 1 months) 
Cape moult started later along the coast from the 











February (Table 3). 
months to 4.1 iU",,"Ui'" 
is a significant 
(F 1,16=264.4, 
primary moult varied 
LlVVAJ'U,E, at data from all SP(~CH~S 
moult start date 
v ...... ''''' .... j',,;;:;, (median) and the mean 
moult was 1 
Southern Masked 
interval was 
in the different regions, m 
and Southern 
Discussion 







in Southern Red Bishops (Table 3). 
two species (Southern H.L"'.:>"'"', .... 
seems to depend mainly on 
UU."VLj,U,E, importance, aeJ)en.all1lg 
Bishop in smnn,ern 
wet season, except in 
(Craig 1982). Rainfall 
Bishop; the greater the amount 
rainfall, the later 
(Friedl 2004). 
__ ~"A'" season ended in the Eastern Cape in altterent 
Elliott (1973 p 50) crcr~·<::t~·1i that the combination of end 
rising temperatures is Weavers in the Western Cape to 
but in the fonner start of breeding probably aetlenClS 
rains. He did not "'";;'3".v",. t~l{'t{'\r<:: ""jLLv',HUll". the end of breeding, 
variation in the end were laid between 9 1'I.1r.""'''lrn 
November four Cape (Elliott 
source of quantitative 
data in South 1 ...... ...,VILt Scheme, held at the Avian .......... " ....... ,EoL 
It has not the latest unpublished analysis 





shows that there is length of breeding season across reg;lOIls 
species. This is due to "'ULJe.'IJ.Lll.LJ:<, effort and, more importantly, variability 











bre:edltng seasons overalL are several records early or late 
ploceids to unusual rainfall (see 
able to PVT,,,,,"rf their breeding season every year, as is 
areas weavers are 
..., .. "" ..... ","" in the high value of 5.4 
Southern Masked in the ImIDe:r (Harrison et al. 1 
Southern Masked Weavers both breed trees or while 
Southern (Fry 2004). (2001) 
aa'>"'l'~'rt later breeding by Southern Red related to ne!mnlg 
reeds may not available as early as trees are. Southern Masked Weavers, however, 
breed in as they do trees. Thus available to Southern 
Red Bishops at same yet IS IS 
in the season 
the previous season (Brooke 1959), while Bishops wait for reeds. 
later start breeding in the Southern Red Bishop compared to the two Ploceus 
species may due to different cues (aspects rainfall), 
more rainfall to (Friedl 2002). 
Oschadleus et (2000) found that Southern Masked Weavers North-west 
This is <>UjlUU ..... to the Province started moult on 15 February and moult lasted 80 
found Gauteng, moult on 11 and 76 
Primary moult and annual cycle 
Moult was the Western Cape winter-rainfall for all as 
found by et al. (2004) for Southern Bishops. summer-rainfall 
region (KwaZulu-Natal moult started in late January to mid 
Ploceus weavers and in Start moult was most 
''''''~·<r"" ... t between three Cape, varying by nearly 
months (Table 
For ploceids, all regions primary moult started on 
in the same month that the were laid (Figure 2). Because the breeding cycle 
takes about a month to (incubation plus nestling and 
moult in the population, but this unlikely to apply to individuals. These 
ploceids follow the normal pattern of a complete moult soon after 
1972). 
breeding and 
Cape, however, there seems to be a delay between the end of 











Red Bishops as shown by the relatively between peak breeding start 
of of over four months (Table Moult parameters are usually VVJ"..,A''''VA 
more than of breeding a annual 
1976). is needed to investigate reasons for delay 
between vn.,,,,u.J'Hi:<. and moult in two species 
The Masked breeding 
seasons in all the Western Cape, primary moult in Southern 
Masked consistently starts later interval and 
start moult). The Weaver has a shorter season range of 
laying months) than other two a more synchronised breeding 
season thus ability to moult sooner after breeding. Larger colonies Cape 
Weavers than be a to <;!,mil',hY'{lnl 
Cape Weavers breed single-male colonies or of 
while Masked usually In colonies m 
colonies with 2-9 (Tarboton 2001). 
Termination of primary moult varied in the different regions 
sne:Cles. This is in contrast to pattern Red-billed Quelea Quelea quelea 
which show a high degree end moult (Chapter 4). Red-
billed may need to complete moult before the return migration (see 
Chapter 4) the weavers covered this chapter are and can schedule 
moult onset and termination to local environmental conditions. is, 
however, a correlation moult start and duration moult, 
the later moult starts is duration moult. This UL"'"L""""'''' 
weavers In chapter try to complete moult sooner 
later. In White-eyes Zosterops pallidus duration moult 
may a of 
IS one In Cape than in moult follows 
State and Cape (Hulley et al. 2004). The weavers studied show variation 
in timing 
to local 
duration of both breeding and moult parameters, "'Ul";5'"""Ui,15 adaptability 
irrespective of day-length. 
Range expansion and moult 
median date egg-laying in and Masked was ':UU'"UaJ. 











later than Cape Weavers the Western Cape. In recent u'"'''' au,,"';:; , Southern 
Masked Weaver expanded its range into south-western part the Western 
Oschadleus et al. (2000) found. that Southern Masked Weavers in Western 
started moult 9 
December and 
1988 to 1995, 
and lasted days, while this study moult started 
84 days. data set used by Oschadleus et al. (2000) was 
this study data was from 1998 to 2004. Southern Masked 
Weavers the Western Cape appear to advanced the start of moult by 
about two Monitoring, e.g. the nest Scheme, "' ...... ,au,.'" will 
show if Southern Masked Weaver continues to VH.,,",U.1HI", season 
in the Western to"match that ofthe Cape Weaver. The duration of primary moult 
differed widely (74 84 days) but the 74 days recorded by Oschadleus et al. (2000) 
had a standard error 13 days assocl.ate:a with duration. 
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Figure 1: Capture Weavers, Southern Masked Weavers and 
Southern Red Bishops selected areas South Africa, 1998-2003. Dots show sites 
from which primary moult data were obtained; 
.....,"'." • ..., •. u Cape was on Grahamstown. 
South Africa in which were recorded during the Southern African Bird 
Atlas Project are shaded (Mundy and Herremans 1997); Southern Masked Weavers 













2: Timing of egg-laying 
Africa; the open circles 
(from the Nest Record 
U.UJcl1)lJlvU data); the solid .. uu,.u\., ..... "" rfmn~~elnt 
diagonal line joins 
UU:l'J;;VJlltU dotted lines show the am)roxlInat:e 
date. Original moult data 
confidence 
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Breeding seasonality and primary moult parameters 























Breeding seasonality and primary moult parameters 
in Eupiectes species in South Africa 
widows are fairly UU..lJ.VJ.JlU their ecology, but breed in different 
has a summer 
albonotatus, .L'\.I;;'U.-.... 'Ull<U 
and 
tailed Widows axillaris bred from October or November to March. moult 
started in late March or April. The widows with long tails (Long-tailed and Red-
Widows) moult durations of two months, while the shorter 
tails (White-winged Fan-tailed Widows) moult durations 
Moult In Mayor eady June. -la ...... u Widows have rounder than 
other weaver species, because SIze flight aerodynamics. 
Southern Red Bishops E. orix and Yellow Bishops capensis in 
.... "'''''.uJ.;::.was 
to and moult c<1"<>l-t",rI moult 
duration in Yellow Bishop was relatively months. Yellow Bishops 
grew individual primary feathers at an average rate 21.3 days while 
"IJ'."' .... " moulted more White-winged Widow 8.1 Fan-
Widow 11.3 days Red-collared Widow 14.4 number 
simultaneously was similar in the different species. 
Introduction 
are seven breeding species Euplectes vu.>.uv~,., widows in South Africa 
(Tarboton 2001). The bishops have short 
nuptial moult, the widows 
1993). UL"",vU," in this in South 
grassland and savanna biomes in eastern part 
Bishop 
et al. 1). 
the pre-nuptial moult 
their distributions on the 
country; Red 
extend into the fynbos region of 
seven South African species occur 













Eastern five species North-west and 
the Southern III 
are uniform in ecology and mutually 
where occur in the same area (Emlen Craig 1980). 
They are common birds of or mainly on They are 
sexually seasonally dimorphic; breeding black with 
red or yellow agonistic The females are dull-coloured year. Male 
widows elongated black feathers are used in mate selection. Tail 
length widows greatly npr\I1P'~T1 
mm in Widows to 500 mm Long-tailed 
from 
progne 
roost in (Andersson Andersson 1994. Pryke 2003). All species 
flocks non-breeding season, often in ml;I(COl-SllICC] 1980). 
September to 
the peak 
Red and Yellow Bishop breed 
about 
December to March in the summer rainfall 1'"POlr.n The other .c,UDu:'~CU~S species 
mainly October to (Hanison et al. 1997). All speCIes are 





and feeds and 
known and H.L ..... ..,'v .. 
that three speCIes KwaZulu-Natal and ...... J .. "'"',,, 
breeding; the authors estimated duration of primary moult based on 
.I:S01nne:Vle et al. (2004) found that Southern Red 
the 
(1993) the pre:nupitIal III 
E. macrourus in western 
ara:melters were estimated five additional 
E. albonotatus, Red-collared 
Widow ardens, Fan-tailed Widow, and 
was analysed Chapter 5 but is compared to other species 
chapter. was insufficient moult data for Yellow-crowned Bishop E. afer. Moult 
are usually to be more than of breeding a 











nPI ">TPF'" the timing VL"''''''_'J moult the timing annual cycles 
of South ri. .... L""', 
Methods 
Breeding "''''''"''v''''''''] data were from BirdLife South Nest 
(RP and I Newton unpublished data; et al. 
1991). and Newton (unpublished data) "","'u"''''''" of 
the first each record. then breeding seaSOIlailt:y 
South Africa by presenting monthly totals of clutches laid 
One of the regions used was former proVInce: regIOn 
for species and The UL,"'U.L"'" was calcul ted by finding the cumulative 
monthly sums of the of nest record_so The median '''VLnH was the 'HVHHL in 
which the sum first eXC;ee(leU values of the sums of the previous 





,",,",V'L,-,-" by the October, and 64% by 
Hi'-'\.lUl, .... clearly is November. 
17,7%, the distance November, the median 
1'\.1",. "'"".... h""'" (month 11), calculated as 11. (and r",",,,,,,,>,, to 11.2 for 
about The 5th 95th PCI-CCIUlH~S were 
interpolated in a OHj'UU .... fashion. Dates in January were recorded as being in month 1 
(not month 0). 
.I."-'L_15H_15 data were collected by In (South 
African Ringing electronic This 
<L<LVLL"L"''''V'' (such as location and and data on wing length 
moult et al. 2001). Primary records were from 
SAFRING's database until mid-January 2005 for adult speCIes. In 
Southern Bishops was In a geographic area 
was chosen so sufficient could be for the of 











converge. In all species moult 
from one to nine outwards. 
To detenmne 
......... j,ll.H ...... O (1993), 
Widow <>IJ ... ,'-'uu ...... " 
at i:)K€~en}Oon 
was a 
dried in an oven at 
GA200D V~L'~L~~, l}JreCllSlO>ll 
calculate the 
is ascendant, with the feathers renewed 
as described in Underhill and 
one White-winged Widow and two Long-tailed 
Widow male was a road-kill I found 
Widow (non-breeding male) 
... HJ ..... ~<l"'.5 ... ' by Kevin McKann. The other 
'u ..... "'rn YH"U,E,'''' The primaries were 
and weighed (Ohaus 
were averaged and used for to 
U""'.uLI.n and Joubert 995) showed that 
small samples are to de1:enmrle the relative masses of primary feathers 
because there is they also showed 
that within the feathers were so 
similar that which data were available could 
safely be used for data were unavailable. The Underhill-Zucchini 
moult model (Underhill and LlI.I.''-'..."Jlu.n 1988), developed to estimate start and duration 
of primary was sets. The data were considered to be of 
'type 2' of Underhill and (1988), because full moult scores were recorded 
for each bird and all were considered available for sampling throughout the 
moult use 
day is rel='re~ienlau 
by wnmers et al. 
assumes that the sample of birds handled on each 
moult in the popUlation on that day. The 
.... ".' .• Ha ......... using the transfonnations recommended 
..... ~',.F>AL~ to the bias introduced by the fact 
different masses. The moult index was 
peI'ceIua~~e l(~anler mass calculated from the moult score 
individual 
Bishop u ........ a. ... ", .... 
provinces). 
to the method of Underhill and Summers (1993) . 
.... ",.'IU ......... '" of the parameters of moult 
UH'''''.d.J'"'' et in press). The PMFG for 
Widow, Fan-tailed 
u ... ,,,,,,,,.,,,, were unavailable. 
Widows all moult records were pooled (166 reCOr(iS 
53 from Gauteng, and 











Red-collared 667 rec:orcls from ua,Ul"llP:; were used. Fan-tailed 
1002 records from a one-by-one block in KwaZulu-Natal were used. For 
Yellow Bishops, 777 records from two adjacent one-by-one blocks in the 
Cape were (Figure 
Results 
by Euplectes species begins earliest the Cape, the median date of 
being "-''''IJ'''''H,lU'''J. (Table 2). In 
KwaZulu-Natal U ..... 'UH",,U date of IS December 
all sne:Cles. and in former it is December or January (Table 
Median date onset IS in the other re2[lOIIS 
feather masses are similar for most Ploceidae weavers (unpublished 
see Chapter 9), as exemplified by White-winged 
Widow 3). shape (by IS however, 
Long-tailed Widows in P,,""'P'T<': Amblyospiza albifrons which have 
a more rounded with the outer primaries m the Red-collared 
Widow, Fan-tailed Widow and Yellow Bishop, wings were not available, so two 
models were usmg relative masses both types of widow wing .:>a"v",.::!, 
that of White-winged Widows and the Long-tailed Widows. Using 
White-winged Widow masses acceptable results for all species 
tested. the Long-tailed Widow PFMG did not always acceptable results, 
thus this model was 
Primary moult follows soon after breeding in all species (Tables 2 and 
Moulting were moulting season (Figure 4), s011netlm(~S 
large numbers; enabled parameters to estimated Euplectes 
species breeding summer rainfall areas Widow, White-winged 
Widow, Widow and Widow) had 
about two months, starting in late March or early April and "'H ..... ulS in late Mayor 
early June. Southern Red Bishop had a moult duration 2.4 -3.0 months. The 
Yellow showed of months, moult in early 
December 3). 
The estimated for individual leamers to varied as follows (Table 4): 











Widow. 6-18 days; Bishop, 3). For .....,VJ, ... " ..... ,"' ... 
Widow, the sample were too small to allow feather durations to 
estimated. Numbers of growmg ou ..... u.< .. ","'" ... ·.,. were similar in 
Long-tailed Widow White-winged Widow 1 Red-collared Widow 
Fan-tailed Widow Yellow Bishop 2.0. and end dates for individual 
the whole 3) match best 
,""Vi.Ull"'U. Widow (6 primary 1 versus 5 whole wing), 
worst for Fan-tailed Widow and Yellow Bishop (7 
Discussion 




protective function G.5';"Ul"" 
are probably 
the outer 
physical abrasion, or an 
a leading edge to 
to adaptation 
Dawson (2005) 





mass/log length) were to flight characteristics and habitat, rather than to 
phylogeny (Dawson Starlings vulgariS, with more rounded 
"'F,UIJ". tended to ground at a ",1"", ..... ",... angle of ascent 
with relatively more 1)Ol.nte:d ",·, ........ h"'.,. (Swaddle 2003). The widows 
have a similar ecology but Long-tailed Widow larger 
Euplectes species, and may impact on the aerodynamics of its flight, 
wing-shape. Long-tailed Widow males have tails that are much larger than those 
females and a sexual difference feather masses - more 
"1-''','''' ..... ''' •.• ., are needed to de1errmrle this. 
Breeding widows and bishops summer rainfall areas is 
defined. Start of moult is 
95th percentile 
months and 0.9-1.7 ...... ' ....... .., 
.,,""'''' .... u.;;:, (Table 5). 
incubation and H,""C'UU.l;;:' n.,,"1"1r,..., is three to four all the Euplectes S1)~~CH~S 
(Table 5); the number per season is 
Euplectes v."' .... ""., ... and widows are largely ... .," ....... lU birds, although 
Bishop is found more and montane and thus have fairly OiL.,." .... 











are concentrated in areas where grassland occurs (Figure 1). Duration 
moult is similar 
nearly three 
the species (two months or but Yellow Bishops 
a half months to complete is similar in 
earlier in summer March or April). Yellow 
the rainfall as do Southern Red Bishops, Southern Masked 
Weavers (Oschadleus et al. 2000, Chapter 5). Southern Red Bishop has a wider 
distribution than other Euplectes species and has a moult duration to 89 days 
(Craig et al. 2001, 2004, 5). In the the 
the primary uv .... u'vJ.u Red 
.u'U.u .... " earlier in the summer rainfall ...... "JuO. but all 
moult commenced at of the season (Bonnevie 2004, 5). 
Nuttall (1993) studied the breeding seasonality of four co-occurring of 
widow in grassland habitat near KwaZulu-Natal. Long-tailed 
developed breeding it period of 
time, by Fan-tailed Widow. White-winged and Red-collared Widows 
exhibited breeding plumage for (Nuttall 1993). Nuttall's (1993) 
related to body moult but is a similarity with wing-moult: in this study 
Long-tailed and Red-collared Widows had moult durations two months, while that 
Widows was 1.5 months. 
Craig and Manson (1979) preliminary estimates of parameters of 
moult from a small sample recaptures from the 
growmg in KwaZulu-Natal 
duration of moult to be 110 days in in male Fan-
tailed Widows, and 80 days for Red-collared Widows and female Fan-tailed Widows. 
durations are longer than the 47-61 days estimated in 
widows the summer rainfall region. 
present 
Adult Bishops nee,aea weeks to grow individual primaries, while 
more quickly. estimated u"', ..... u .. o 
of moult of the individual showed considerable variation; IS 
more likely to be attributable to sampling variation to biological processes. The 
number birds in moult primary feather were smalL The 
the a 01-"''' ..... " is however likely to provide a useful 











The estimated overall 
correlation with the interval "'",",u",,"" 
of primary moult (Table 4) was 
estllmatea starting date of moult 
this 
to the estimated completion 
The estimated "'1'''',I"1-..... ,rr 
the overall 
primary was 6 4b); 
ninth primary was completed on 4 
simultaneously was similar in the 
growth rates in the different 
by growing individual primaries at a 
the ninth (outennost) PU'U"'''LJ 
Red-collared Widows, 
the estimate 
moult ended on 3 June and the 
Also the number of primaries 
species, indicating relatively 
Bishops achieve a long moult 
rate than do other Euplectes 
not by growing fewer primaries smlU1t:an(~OUlSl as do Sociable Weavers 
2). 
It would be useful to have the relative P'A,tA"".'J all Euplectes species 
results in this study. 
PaJrallletlers remains unknown is 
LiUIJ''''l,'''''' .... fJ,.~"~,, for which 
.HAJ_,·.nHAfI • ..," J_H'~H"'IJ E. afer. 
that contributed more than 100 
set were Meyrick Bowker, Dave Johnson, 
.LvIJ'UU."" de Klerk, Margaret McCall, 
and Jo Johnson. 
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Table 1: Individual feather masses of two Long-tailed Widow "I-''','-'U.H'''''''' 
Mpumulanga one White-winged Widow from North-west 
Province, the mean each m calculation 
"''''''''''H'';l.5''' Feather 
Widow Widow 
1 0.0235 0.0356 0.0108 9.4 9.3 
2 0.0234 0.0372 0.0112 9.5 9.6 
3 0.0250 0.0400 0.0114 10.2 9.8 
4 0.0275 0.0440 0.0121 11.3 10.4 
5 0.0289 0.0466 0.0135 11.9 11.6 
6 0.0305 0.0484 0.0138 12.4 11.8 
7 0.0314 0.0468 0.0140 . 12.4 12.0 
8 0.0304 0.0433 0.0146 11.7 12.5 
9 0.0295 0.0378 0.0152 10.8 13.0 
0.4 0.0 
Total 0.2510 0.3811 0.1166 100.0 100.0 
131 
University of Cape Town
and Newton unpublished 
1 3 8 2 160 11.1 3.5 
3 36 4 1 1 
Kamo 2 6 4 1 6 43 3 9.5 6.5 
6 12 67 13 1 1 10.8 1.8 
5 9 11.0 1 1.4 11.5 
2 4 11.2 3.8 1 
18 47 10 <1 8.3 11.5 3.3 
13 7 47 7 15 12.4 3.1 
FS 6 53 12 6 
1 19 11 2 12.2 1 
-W 
IV .,...,,.,, 9 18 45 18 9 11 4.9 
10 11.5 1.5 2.0 1 
44 5 1 8.2 11 
Widow 
50 11 1 
4 5 18 7 1 1 
Widow 
13 6 3 11 
1 4 3 11.8 3.1 1.3 
7 4 18 11.3 
17 31 36 13 2 2 1 
4 18 4 4 11.1 1 
10 1.5 10.7 
9 6 1 1 1 4.2 11 
3 22 32 11.1 2.6 
7 17 31 13 2 1 12.9 



































speCles concerned were not 
Duration Mean 
(days) (months) error completion error 
n 
2.0 May 1 
1.5 3 















Table moult panime:rers of individual primary learners for 










6 Apr 3.1 





































(c) Fan-tailed Widow, KwaZulu-Natal 2930, 002 
Standard Standard Duration Standard Mean 
(days) error completing error 
1 9 Apr 1.7 6.8 1 
2 7 Apr 2.4 21.5 1 6.4 1 
3 11 Apr 2.4 20.8 1.6 1 19 
4 11 2.3 19.4 1.4 11.7 2.3 23 
5 13 1 1.3 17.2 2.7 30 Apr 2.6 
6 1 1.5 2.4 3 May 2.6 
7 15.1 1.5 11.0 10 May 2.4 
8 2.5 14.9 1.3 17.8 21 
9 2.2 10.4 1 13.0 2.3 30 
mean 11.3 
(d) Cape 3318 and 3418, 
Mean Standard Standard Standard Duration Mean Standard 
Primary error deviation error (days) error error 
date 
1 11 Dec 14.4 
2 19.5 17.3 
3 19.4 6 Jan 
4 24 Dec 17 Jan 
5 4 Jan 1.9 19.0 
6 19 Jan 1.9 21.2 8 Feb 
7 30 Jan 1.9 22.2 21 
8 11 1 11 
9 25 2.5 22 
mean 
135 






















Figure 1: Distributions, in southern Africa, of five Euplectes species which occur in 
South Africa, where darker shading indicates higher reporting rates (from HalTison et 
al. 1997); the final graphic shows the Grassland biome (from Allan et al. 1997) 
YeJlow Bishop Fan-tailed Widow 












Figure 2: Capture sites for adult widowbirds in South Africa, showing sites from 
which primary moult data were obtained. Open circles in the Western Cape represent 
Yellow Bishop records; open circles in KwaZulu-Natal are for Fan-tailed Widow 
records; open circles in Gauteng are for White-winged Widow and Red-collared 
Widow records; closed squares are Long-tailed Widow records. For Southern Red 













Figure Relative masses for adult 
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Figure 4: of egg-laying and adult Euplectes """_"'J.'," 
of South Africa; the open "1.,-",-",,, with thin solid line shows the 
laid per month (from Record Cards summary by 
unpublished data); diamonds represent relative .. " ... ",..",J. 
the solid diagonal line the estimated mean start 
the diagonal approximate 95% ""'Vl.U ...... '-,'''"' 
;:,oultnelm Red Bishop 
(a) of breeding and primary moult Widows, all rec:or(lS 
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primary moult in Red-collared Widows, Gauteng (grids 
2628), using relative masses of Widow 
Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
(d) of breeding and primary moult in 2930 
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(e) Timing of breeding and primary moult Yellow Bishops, Western Cape 
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Breeding seasonality and primary moult in weavers in 




















Breeding seasonaUty and primary moult in weavers 
in eastern South Africa 
Abstract 
breeding seasonality Village Ploceus cucullatus, Yellow 
Spectacled ocularis and Thick-billed Weavers in KwaZulu-
Natal is fairly similar. 
periods November and of the Thick-billed The ''''Uo'U 
egg-laying season is 3.7-4.1 months the three Ploceus "'OJ'"''''-''''' and 4.4 
months in Thick-billed The III Eastern 
Cape areas, but with 
some more variability than KwaZulu-NataL the sne:Cles. duration 
of was shortest Yellow intermediate Village Weavers 
(96 days), and longest Spectacled (114 days). Primary moult III 
February and ended May for KwaZulu-Natal. There were 
enough to analyse years, a 
constant duration on years. varied by to two weeks 
tt"'~'''''1''It years. Thick-billed Weaver a duration of moult in Gauteng 
KwaZulu-Natal of 71 and 73 days respectively, but start date was U'b'H~ 
III weeks 
Introduction 
The Village Ploceus cucullatus, Yellow P. subaureus, P. ocularis 
Thick-billed Weavers albifrons are four common III 
eastern Africa. have broadly similar distributions the littoral of 
and KwaZulu-Natal, with Yellow 
1997). Farther distributions (Harrison et 1997, 
Parker 1 and Keith 2004). southern Africa these are to the 
summer rainfall """0'1<\1'"1 
The are poorly studied southern although there is an 











Collias 1970, Camara-Smeets 1982, 
though the Thick-billed Weaver 
Lahti 2002). Even 
nl1Tlr\T'I extending northwards to East 
and West Africa, the only cornprehe~nsl OV'''UL',",LH extremity of its 
in KwaZulu-Natal (Laycock 1 Spectacled Weaver is also 
a widespread African species but with even (Skead 1953, Craig 1984). 
Limited field notes have been published Yellow Weaver (Skead 1995). 
The Spectacled IS it is a solitary, monogamous 
breeder (Craig 1984). are largely seed-eaters; they are 
colonial, polygynous 2004). The peak breeding season in 
KwaZulu-Natal for these to January (Harrison et al. 1997). 
Of the has undergone a 
expansion (Harrison et it its to Gauteng in 1960s, 
what appears to the 
Mpumalanga (Tarboton 1 1982, Winterton 1982, Tarboton et 
expansion is continuing 
(,uu..1..«u as KwaZulu-Natal. There have been no 
1987, Harrison et al. 
This region has summer 
of this species in Gauteng. 
The aim of this was to range of species for which ,",,,,,un .... ,,,,, 
of primary moult 
primary moult 
the timing of moult 
moult has 
in the 
are available. This paper examines 
four species in eastern South Africa, and corlSlCllers 
""«1,.,,1..1.. to timing of breeding. In KwaZulu-Natal, adult 
Thick-billed Weavers; but this 
are not readily compatible with 
2001). Wing-moult has 
same analysis technique as 
an 
so the 





new eXltenslon of its range in "" ............. ,U}';. 
data were obtained from the 
'"' ...... ', ... '"' (NRC) Prys-Jones and I Newton unpublished 
146 
Record 










1991) by my own unpublished records Thick-billed Weaver 
III Prys-Jones Newton (unpublished data) the month laying 
of for summarised breeding seasonality all 
birds in Africa monthly totals of clutches laid per 
regions they was the 
,nl'n ...... ,nT"'lITpo the current Province, from where most of records v.ujs.n''' ..... 
weavers, tabulated data of Prys-Jones 
Newton (unpublished data) were used to estimate median and the 5th and 95th 
percentiles each species and region. The median was calculated by finding the 
cumulative monthly sums of the of The month was 
month in which the cumulative sum first ... A'"' ...... '"" ...... 50%. sums of 
previous and months were used to a relative distance into 
month. For example, if were 47% cumulative the October, 
64% by of November, median clearly is during November. Then 
gives (50-47)/(64-47) = 17.7%, relative into Thus 
the median 17.7% into November (month 11), calculated as 11.177 (and rounded 
to 11 for presentation). 5th 95th were a similar 
fashion. January were recorded as in month 1 month 0). 
Ringing were collected ringers in standard SAFRING (South 
African 
information 
electronic format. This standard 
as location and data on bird body mass, wing length 
primary moult (de Beer et al. 2001). and records submitted to 
mid-January for adults of the four species were from 
the database. moult records were extracted from SAFRING's database for 
Village, Yellow, Spectacled Thick-billed in KwaZulu-Natal for 
Thick-billed Weavers in 
restricted to a one-by-one 
1). Weaver records were 
the north-western 
comer. all moult of the <Au.eu", ... " is asc:enllanlt, with teatnelrs renewed 
innermost to outermost. 
To the relative mass each as described in Underhill and 
.... .n.""", ... " of Weaver spe:CIDlen were 
dried in an oven at 60°C for moisture and weighed (Ohaus 
~"V~LJ balance, precision O.OOOlg). values were averaged for to 











mass primary was 
were not available. 
to determine 
(Craig et al. 2001). Wings of Yellow Spectacled 
samples and Joubert (1995) showed that 
are relative masses of primary feathers because there is 
also showed within the 
the nr11m<l.·'U It,at11lers were so .. uu:uu.u that 
for the "IJ"'"''''"' which data were available could used for 
which data were unavailable, and we used the same approach here. The 
of the Yellow Weaver is most to that of the Weaver (RDO 
the species were (Underhill and 
For :SPI;:ct<lcl(~d Weaver 
ULVj' ......... (1960: 449) 
obs). 
most similar 
The Underhill-Zucchini moult 
reH)t)f:a to start 




is that of the Weaver 
(Underhill Zucchini 1988), 
moult, was ~tJ'JU~'~ to the 
!Jec:am;e full moult scores were recorded bird and all were considered 
primary moult 
et al. (1980, 
available for sampling throughout the moult IJ"'.'L" .... The v ......... u,""'." 
were estimated transformations recommended by 
1 designed to "'''''rI''''''' bias IntJroaUC(~a 
are different masses. moult pel"CeIlta~~e .. ,,' ..... u," mass O1"nurn 
(PFMG), calculated 
method of Underhill 
the moult score 
Summers (1993). 
Brandao (1 also 
LJ ...... 'vu~J'u (1988) to "'''' .... UG.''' 
and females, or ...... '" ......... 
standard deviation) constant. She 
likelihood ratio of the null 
individual L .... ulkln .. L according to 
et al. in press) eXl.en(lea the 
dates of birds 
other two 
"'-'.H'U"" statistical testing, the 
date for each was 
the same. This u.",un.J'u was applied to ... ".un ...... starting for Village 
Results 
In KwaZulu-Natal, breeding sealS011allt) 
Ploceus ",,,,,,,",1\ .. ,,, 
by the four species of weavers is fairly 











and of Thick-billed Weaver is December 
the season (5th and 95th peI'cerlt1lC::S IS 
Ploceus "'1J .... '..,1 .... '" months in Thick-billed 
1 months in the 
breeding seasonality 
is similar in ",-,,,,,,,, ... ,.u Cape tonner Transvaal reQl0n.s. summer 
KwaZulu-Natal (Table 1). 
HI""'UH .. U" season 2); 
'-'lU'VU.>:> the moult UU1UH1.'-'L,",H) to For 
active moult is relatively small (60 179 records however, the ""'.""'''''1 
Jauteug, and of records in KwaZulu-Natal); this is 
standard errors compared to the other species (Table 3). 
In the three duration moult was nr.Trp"T in Yellow 
( 66 days), m{e~nm~Qlate Village (96 and longest Spectacled Weavers (114 
Moult 
KwaZulu-Natal. 
III and May three 
There were sufficient for Village Weaver to analyse moult for three 
IIlll)OSIllg a constant duration and st ndard deviation on years. 
IS was no significant when individual rnu·"n.r.n" 
per (likelihood X23=3.58, p>0.05). Start date by to two weeks 
(Table 3). were highly (likelihood ratio 
X23=173.8, p<O.OOl). 
The Thick -billed Weaver a similar duration Jau.tenlg and 
of 2.4 months, but start date was 
start date was highly (likelihood ratio 
p<O.OOl). 
Discussion 
the summer rainfall these weavers starts in September or 
October, and ends January or February. corresponds well with the published 
peak season KwaZulu-Natal of Sel)telnber to January (Harrison et 
1997). 
Moult has not analysed Yellow Spectacled Weavers previously 
1983), although Britton and Britton (1986) published a figure with moult 











for Village Weavers was estimated to be 109 days, from 17 February to 5 June, in the 
Eastern Cape (Craig et al. 2001); in KwaZulu-Natal primary moult started an average 
of five days earlier and lasted two weeks less (Table 3). 
Moult in Thick-billed Weavers has been studied III KwaZulu-Natal by 
estimating duration of moult visually from plots of moult score versus date. Laycock 
(1982) found moult in the population from December to June; this includes secondary 
moult which finishes a little later than primary moult. Brown et al. (2001) found 
primary moult from April to June. The present analysis gives a shorter duration of 
moult (2.4 months). Laycock (1982) found no difference in moult timing and duration 
in males and females. 
No studies of Thick-billed Weavers in Gauteng exist; there are only published 
sightings showing that the species has expanded its range to this province (Harrison et 
at. 1997). This study shows breeding and moulting starting five weeks earlier in 
Gauteng compared to KwaZulu-Natal. We cannot offer an explanation for this 
unexpected result, and this clearly represents an opportunity for detailed study. The 
result obtained does not parallel that for the Southern Masked Weaver which has also 
expanded its range, into the Western Cape (chapter 5). 
The monogamous species, Spectacled Weaver, has a similar peak breeding 
season (November) to the two polygynous Ploceus species, Yellow and Village 
Weavers. Primary moult in the Spectacled Weaver starts 1-3 weeks earlier, and ends 
1-3 weeks later, than the other two species. Moult follows soon after breeding in all 
three species as is normal in passerines (Payne 1972). These weavers have a well-
defined breeding and moulting season, which seems to be related to the mesic 
environment rather than mating system. 
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ringers Mark Brown, Steven Piper, Meyrick Bowker, Andrew Pickles, Sean Clinning, 
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Table 1: Months of egg-laying (percentages) for Village Weaver, Spectacled Masked Weaver, Yellow Weaver and Thick-billed 
Weaver in South Africa (from Prys-Jones and Newton unpublished data). For Thick-billed Weaver in the former Transvaal, HDO's 
records from Gauteng have been included. The percentages are summarized as 5th percentile (represents start of moult), 95th 
percentiles (end of moult), range (90% range of months of egg-laying) and median egg-laying month; numbers represent parts of 
months, e.g. 12.5 = mid December, 1.4 = 40% through January (see text) 
Localities are abbreviations for South African provinces: EC=Eastern Cape, KZN=KwaZulu-Natal, Tvl=former Transvaal (this region 
incorporates the current Gauteng Province) 




















7 40 16 
EC 5 5 
KZN 1 2 10 






25 4 25 
38 13 7 <1 
10 50 20 
39 34 9 
24 9 2 2 
14 64 9 5 
13 39 23 13 
20 20 20 
n 5tl1 9Sll1 Range Median 
34 9.9 1.2 
56 9.6 1.3 
5 10.3 12.9 
24 9.3 1.8 
267 9.3 1.4 
10 10.3 1.8 
98 9.3 1.5 
55 8.7 12.9 
22 10.1 2.0 
101 10.2 2.6 
































2: Individual primary leal:her masses (g) of a Thick-billed 
Durban, KwaZulu-Natal, and mean relative mass of each 
calculation of Percentage Grown 
Feather mass (g) 
relative 
Left wing Right 
masses 
1 0.0239 9.5 
2 0.0266 10.2 
3 0.0258 0.0223 10.3 
4 0.0267 0.0240 10.9 
5 0.0298 0.0258 11.9 
6 0.0305 0.0267 12.3 
7 0.0285 0.0265 U.8 
8 0.0271 0.0239 11.0 
9 0.0248 0.0223 10.1 
10 0.0047 0.0042 1.9 
100.0 
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University of Cape Town
uurauon uuratlon :stanaara Mean :stanaara n 
(days) error completion error 
114.1 28 May 388 
1 4 
Village one degree 300 E in western comer 
,.... KZN 
VI 
28.5 1.1 96.1 19 1 1 
VI 
31.5 1 106.1 4.9 ISMay 673 
31.5 1 106.1 4.9 24 May 673 
31.5 1 106.1 3.5 31 Mav 673 
etal. (2001) 
109 6 5 
Thick-billed Weaver 
.2 2 1 


























2: Timing egg-laying and primary moult for adult weavers in different parts 
of South open with thin line the proportion 
per month (from the Record Cards by Prys-Jones 
unpublished data); the solid mass values by date; 
the solid diagonalline the estimated mean start and end of moult, the 
diagonal dotted lines show approximate 95% confidence intervals 
on any date 
(a) Weaver, 2930 KwaZulu-Natal 
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Annual variation in primary moult parameters in Cape 
Weavers, Southern Masked Weavers and Southern Red 




















Annual variation primary moult parameters in Weavers, 
Southern Masked Weavers and Southern Red Bishops the 
Western Cape, South 
Abstract 
was '"'uu_" ...... In Weavers and Bishops 
(96 and slightly cnr.,..,.",rIn .... "''''Tn'''' ..... Masked Weavers (75 days) over 11 In 
the Western Cape. Mean start date moult av(~ra~~ea over 11 years was V"-'LUV''''' In 
p''''i,,·n.: (12 l'-In'lU'n1 Int€mIlled:!_ate in Southern Red December) 
and latest in Southern Masked 
and 
days), 
starting dates for different 
Cape Weavers 
Weavers (21 days). variation in start 
difference between earliest 
,....~n .. ~_~~ for Southern Bishops (35 
was due to timing 
<UULUH In of moult followed after breeding which was correlated 
Masked Weaver, however, showed onset moult as January earlier 
and stabilized around 6 January. onset of moult different 
Southern to have advanced over of breeding 
sm~cH~s is predicted to advance the and could mean an '>r"'"AT'lI'P In 
tlmmg of moult. 
Introduction 
Annual variation parameters been poorly documented, especially the 
southern hemisphere. There are several published studies in northern helTIIS;phere 











Calidris ferruginea, Bertolero 1995; Dunnock Prunella modularis, 
1975; Bunting Emberiza 2000; 
Ficedula hypoleuca, Siikamaki et al. 1994; Pyrrhula pyrrhula, 
1966, 1999; Lesser Redpoll Carduelis flammea, 1966; Mountain White-
crowned Zonotrichia leucophrys Morton and 1990). 
Ploceus Cape Weaver capensis The 
Southern 
South 
.LJHl,UVIJ Euplectes orix are cornmon ploceids Cape, 
They are polygynous, colonial, 
Masked breed mainly in trees or Southern 
III (Fry and Keith 2004). The Southern Masked new 
arrival Cape, having expanded its the 
1940s Chanter 5). 
the Cape Weaver August to ' .... ''''TPTn 
Southern Red from August to (Craig et al. 2001), and 
Southern Masked Weaver September to November (Oschadleus et 2000; 
Chapter 5). 
the Cape adult wing-moult is known to be October to March 
January to March 
2001; Chapter 5). 
",,,,un I .. "",. to April in :SOllthlern Cape Weavers, 
Southern Masked (Oschadleus et 
In primaries is a.:>,",vu',",,,u,n, feathers ""'""'UU"" from 
innermost to outermost. This paper ""n'r_,,'p<l,. variation in 
primary moult for three over an II-year III Western 
Methods 
Ringing data were collected by in the standard SAFRING African Bird 
"'.Ul,!;Hl,!; Unit) eleictrClnIC "VB!U"'. includes '>tUlIUu.J. Hl,!;Ul,!; information as 
location date) and data on bird mass, length and primary moult 
et al. 2001). moult records were extracted from the SAFRING database 
Cape Southern Red Southern m one-
"",n'"'''''' area, 33°-34°S 1 9°E, 11 from 1 September 1993 to 1 
September 2004 (Figure The with most were 











Protea Hills 1 'S 1 Durbanville, a area 1 'S 
1 The closest station to these sites is at 
18°38'E) and daily rainfall data were obtained from station for the 1J"'~lV'" 1 to 
2003. 
The mass each nrllm<:u"'\, Underhill and Summers 
1993) was VVll"' ......... from sources: and Joubert 
1995), (Oschadleus et 2000) and Southern Bishop 
et al. 2001). For the first two species 10 were even though 
10th primary is small; Southern Red Bishops primaries were weighed 
because 10th is than 0.001 gobs). Underhill-Zucchini moult model 
(Underhill 1988), to duration of VH!U<U 
moult, was applied to data sets. The were to be 2' of 
Underhill and Zucchini (1988), full moult scores were for bird 
and all were considered available throughout the moult period. 
parameters of primary moult were transfonnations recommended 
by Summers et (1980, 1983), to bias introduced by fact 
that individual are of different masses. moult was 
peI'ceIUa!;;e feather mass grown (pFMG), calculated from moult score for 
individual feathers according to method of Underhill and SUlnmlers (1 
Brandao (1998) also Underhill et at. in extended the Underhill-
Zucchini (1988) model to estimate starting dates for of birds (e.g. males 
and or .... .uJ, ....... groups), the two parameters (duration and 
standard deviation) same for all groups. This method was applied to estimate 
three weaver over 11 
starting date moult was related to variables derived from daily 
rainfall data. In the Western occurs in the to latter part 
period during region's rainfall occurs. 
this la!"ua·H ...... au."' ... moult occurs after end 
.......... uA season, I sought to explore a relationship the of rainy 
season year and timing moult. such a it would 
indicate that end of season is related to rainy season. 
daily rainfall to set a daily index of wetness, based on 











Putting rj as rainfall (mm) on i, the of wetness Wi (which units 




effect rainfall through time. The of wetness was 
year on 1 January, eliminating possibility of the 
in October and November, the months for was 
slmlDle strategy was proposed for cessation breeding Cape Weavers 
Southern Red in breeding condition until the beginning October; 
cease to when conditions become dry. was 
operationalised by determining, for year, first day 1 on which 
the dropped below 2 mm and this as an explanatory variable to 
predict estimated date of start of moult in a model. Other explanatory 
variables on rainfall were also considered: total rainfall the 
1 May to 30 September, and date on which the cumulative <UH,LUH for 




ll-year study period 10468 weavers of three were captured 
18°E 1), providing a data set to study annual 
variation in Birds were throughout the moult season; 
enabled the moult to be estimated reliably. Moult parameters were 
calculated for the overall time period 1993-2003 1) and each these 11 
individual 
For all years combined, duration of primary moult was for 
and Bishops (96 days) slightly shorter in Southern 
Masked days). start 
(12 November), intermediate in Southern 
Southern Masked Weaver (14 January). 
To annual variation 
the Underhill-Zucchini moult model was 
Cape Weaver 
164 
of moult was in Weavers 
Bishops (5 December) and In 
moult, Brandao extension to 
Over 11 years, estimated mean 










November, Southern Bishops between November and 1 January, Southern 
Masked between 4 and January (Table 2, 2). were 
.. ,,,,,,A.A.J."''',,L .. data the to converge Masked Weavers 1997. 
The difference between dates for different years was 
greatest for Southern Bishops days), intermediate Cape (31 days) 
least Southern Masked Weavers (21 days) (Table 1). 
A striking aspect the was the parallelism between mean 
dates of moult of Southern In 2; both 
showed "LUJl""," pattern of (Figure 2). 
",,""'PT'" started moult on average than Red 
Bishops; this lag was the 
Plotting the onset of moult for these two "'..,"',"'."'" 
cn"P",1'P",1' in 1993 (36 days). 
a correlation of 0.66 (Figure 3). 
the Masked Weaver, the onset moult was relatively from 1993 to 
1995, and around 6 to 2003 2). 
pnmary an average (s.d. 6 days, 
21-41) after first the start of October, defined as the first day 
1 October on which the wetness index was below 2 mm. Red Bishops, 
delay was days (s.d. 5 days). regression model to predict the 
of moult of Weavers 1 October) from the on 
which the wetness index fell below 2 mm (t, 1 October) was y=33.5 + 
P=0.008). the analogous for Southern 
Red Bishops was = 0.74, P=O.OOI). 
This model is illustrated 
little rainfall September 1 
three ret.re~;entat1 was 
Ore4;!01I1lg (Figure 4a); both 
Southern Red Bishops early (on October and 2 
December, respectively, 1996 was a year with rain through the and 
without a period 4b), In a late start to moult (27 
and 1 January, restlectl In 1998 was rain September and 
October, 
respectively); the 
in an early start moult (4 November and 8 
large amount of rainfall at start of November (Figure 
4c) was too for the cOIltmuatlon of and to delay of 
moult. 
Other explanatory 
period 1 May to 30 September, 
were considered, e.g. total 












start moult Cape "''''lJ'''''-''' and ' .. "J.""w~ .. n. Red .... U.,uv.;>.> Similarly, there was 
the onset of moult no relationship npr",,',>'1"l of the ULU ... "'U variables 
Southern Masked /"<"""1"'" (p>0.6). 
Discussion 
across years, duration of primary was In 
in the two (75 days vs days). moult 
started in Southern Masked Weavers, thus duration is probably reduced to 
enable moult to end mid The duration moult was 96 days 
1), starting on average on 12 November. (1973 p. 73) 
estllmated the of moult to be 107 from to March; et al. 
(2001) duration to 86 days, Cape. Southern 
Bishop on on 5 JJ"""''''!.HU'v" et al. 
(2001) estimated moult to 1 November to April in the Western Cape. 
Southern Masked 75 days, nd started on average on 14 January. 
Oschadleus et al. (2000) estimated moult to days, on on 9 
January in Western 
There were differences three to and latest 
Red c1"'3,r1"1?l,n- dates of for the species. and 
Bishops starting dates appeared to be due to variability timing 
UiH.«"''!' at of the area. End of moult 
breeding 
of rainfall is a key 
Africa Martin and 
a cue to ''''HUH'''''''' 
related to wetness 
commencement was 
average commenced 
appeared to have 
with the of the season. occurrence 
h'1''r"",nnn the onset breeding weavers southern 
iV~U",.""".u 1973, Skinner Friedl 2002). The 
rainfall wet season is 
start primary J.uv,,"u. 
in the Southern lV.La,':>,,",-,u, Weaver was not 
three years (1993-1995), average 
for the six (1998-2003), moult, on 
the first of The onset of moult therefore 
by about one week. It is possible that relatively new 














in the spnlng, 
Chapter 5). 
to the "''''''''5 of breeding for most ".H'CC"'T'1 
probably depends more on end 
season than the start or success thereof, because moult follows soon after breeding 
(Chapters 5-7). IS accord with (1973) study and moult 
in the Western the eggs were between 9 
November 25 November in successive seasons (Elliott 1973, Table 4.3). 
.L '.HHV<~.o;..H he not analyse moult moult "t-<n-T<>rI within a n",,,,_,,"o,,,,v 
span over four seasons 1973, p. 64 Table 5.7). 
Southern Bishops in Western Cape started moult two months the 
first in October. Friedl (2002) analysed activity to 
rainfall in a Southern Red Bishop population Addo National Park, Eastern 
",,,, ... "-H.o;.. seasons that peaks egg-laying usually followed 
1 0 to 20 that breeding seasons lasted 
III with good mIj]-s,easonal rain (Friedl 2002). Thus, Southern Bishops, 
both the start and termination of '-'''''''''''.0;.. season seem to influenced 
rainfall. Breeding is often related to unseasonal rainfall, Rowan (1953). 
From the Bishops seem to continue for 
than the possible reason 
this Bishop chicks are 
dependent on Red Bishops 
feed chicks both while mainly to their 
chicks (Fry and Keith 2004). 
Both regression models relating the of primary moult for 
Weavers Bishops had slope ,",v, .. .1."""''''·''''' were less one 
(0.73 respectively). This that period npT"A,p.'n the end of the wet 
period (considered here as a proxy for the end of breeding season) and onset 
is shorter end the season is late than when it is early. 
expected, it might be predicted that an breeding season would III a 
short delay the onset of moult. 
"nULU,,", be 
this result is based on 
"",.'5 ..... ""'" further. 
"' .... "", .. ,, small 
Annual variation in moult parameters has studied in two non-passerines 
and seven passerines. In a study, annual moult was related to male 











success annually but were not correlated start moult. Figuerola and 
variation in timing of moult Curlew Sandpipers in a three-
consistently started 
moult varied inter-annually 
and 4.0 days in females. 
nr",~,,"'~'1'i that start of moult was 
vJ.'","' .... ,'uFo. success probably delay start 
moult was probably 
IUllllOC1(S (Ginn 1975). 
no significant 
years. In a two-year 
Flycatchers, Siikamaki et 
current breeding; females with 
start of moult. Sondell (2000) 
""",uvu to weather in Reed 
temperature in summer a 
on the duration 
In over 
started when the last 
time migration began. 
White-crowned Sparrows over 
was longer in males than in .... "U ... A."' .... 
17 days, and mean duration 
of moult in Bullfinches 
of breeding in a 
days in 
Western 





U,.L''' .. HJU"" to any environmental 1-",{'len..., 
Annual variations in moult parameters depend on 
state the birds, and this could be .,...,,,,,,,,,,, .. ,,,11 in factors that affect 
state food availability, end of season, and "' .... U.H"" success. Dawson 
(2004) showed that Common vulgaris that delay do so with a 
are likely to 
moult. 
nu:rnbers 
mt::r-J;JLIlllUal variation in 
un •• ...., .......... u'"' decrease in feather mass ...... !',Fo.'"',., .... 'Fo. that late-breeding 
in the quality during the .,LAV""''''! 
"'''''''-'VAU''J''''- moult in 
to be sampled over ULV'UU'U. Studying 












study covers the longest time period comparing annual variation In moult 
parameters in species the same area. 
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Table 1: Estimates moult parameters adult Cape Weavers, 
Red Bishops and Masked Weavers the Western Cape, 
Mean Standard Duration Mean n 
Cape Weaver 95.9 
Southern Red 5 Dec 21.56 0.5 95.5 1.6 11 Mar 1.0 3742' 











Table 2: primary moult parameters of adult 





1994 15 Nov 
14 
1996 Nov 
1997 Nov 4.7 
1998 4 Nov 
1999 1 Nov 2.4 
2000 17 Nov 2.5 
















Red Bishop, duration days, s.d. 20.9 (0.5) days 
1993 2 7 Mar 97 
9 Dec 13 Mar 1 
1995 16 4.7 
1996 4.6 6 Apr 6.6 106 
1997 5.3 15 Mar 126 
1998 1.6 802 
1999 Nov 1 
2000 11 Dec 416 
2001 Dec 2.8 560 
2002 10 462 
6 10 Mar 455 
Weaver, duration 74.7 (1 (0.7) 
20 Jan 3.5 
1994 18 Jan 1 3 Apr 3.0 
1995 25 9 Apr 8.8 91 
1996 9 6.2 Mar 8.8 87 
1 data 
1998 6 Jan 4.6 22 Mar 6.6 
1999 6 Jan 21 Mar 5.6 156 
2000 9 Jan 25 Mar 6.5 170 
2001 6 Jan Mar 5.1 290 
2002 8 Mar 











1: Capture for adult Cape Weavers, Southern Red ~'''''''VIJ'' 
Masked Weavers 18°E in the Cape, South 
showing sites from primary moult were obtained; 
1""' .... +"' .. "',-1 on Dassen Robben islands as as on the "'~""'_"~' 






















Figure mean dates moult Cape Weavers 
(open squares), Southern Red Bishops (solid squares) and "'~.,.+' ... ~- H'~Q.i),I:'I.~U Weavers 

















2002. The regression line is y 
"''''''',I''I'I''T''''''' day on which 











of primary moult in 
in . Cape, 
the 1994, 1995, 2000 and 
35.7 + 0.82x, x (days 1 October) is the 
commence moult y (days 1 October) 
"nj"h""t"T1 Red Bishops commence moult = 0.66, 
.1996 
176 
University of Cape Town




u~ ... ua...,ut lallllan station Western 
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Annual cycles in southern African weavers: 




















Annual in southern African weavers: 
breeding seasonality and moult patterns 
Introduction 
With 116 species, weavers comprise a large with a wide diversity of 
as highlighted by Crook (1964). (1968) acknowledged 
approach to the of ecological 
v .... ",,,..., text Ecological aallvt.atl(')ns 
along with the blackbirds 
the inspiration 
in birds. all tJ""~'"'''''''''' .l.alJL.l.H':..,", 
of North and South L:t..H.J.'-'i,''''' .... show the 
greatest diversity in breeding habits (Lack 1968). diversity is also seen 10 
n1Prc'1'" of moult presented been 
studied previously, (Oschadleus 
et 2000, et al. 2001) (the Underhill;. 
Zucchini model) that allows precise areas. 
chapter is an overview of the 4UllJl4J.<U 
cycle of African weavers, in particular the timing of breeding and post-nuptial 
moult. First, however, relative wing of weavers are 
Relative feather masses 
Weaver 
innermost 
are uniform that ..,L.u .. "" .""" increase the 
then decrease near outermost "'1'11rn<l • .,,,,,,,, There is variation on a 
primary is the the extent of 
degree to which the outermost 
<UUlUV.H. Moreau (1960: 449-451) studied 
primary. generally 
'-''"', .. ...,'''.'"' is subject to much 
the 10th 
Oth) primary is 
length the 
outer 1"I.."m'3"" a weavers found no '"'ViLV ............ .u with taxonomy or 
habitat. 
primary feathers to calculate relative 
... v ....... v... masses, for UV\..<lau,u .. Chestnut 












progne (Table 1). 
~", ... '>f"ln·'" for Cape Weavers 
Widows Euplectes and Long-tailed 
""""'FOr" P. velatus 
Queleas Quelea quelea 
moult parameters 
available sample 
Plotting the individual g.nLl.u ..... !ea,th~~r mass showed an increase 
mass from Primary 1 to Primary 9, although the masses of Primaries 8 
9 are similar (Figure 1). lOis small in all "IJ"'''''''''CI, accounting for between 0 
pnmary 1). All weaver analysed showed a 
across 
to a extent Sociable however, had more wings than 
weavers, with the ''''''''''''A''''L mass of Primary 9 than Primary 8 1). 
three species differ in are in different ..... "'"I"'r-:. 
ClIJ'_""L'''''' there was variation in relative Within the four 
masses (Table 1); most of related to the extent reduction in Primary 1 O. 
et (2001) did not masses for Village Weavers; 
"''''''''''A''''' 1J', .... 14rt<lr" 10 is 
Potential factors lnIlUe:ncmg wing shape are '''''''''A'JAA .... F>'&LU'.,. physical 
aerodynamics flight displays). Sociable Weavers 
rounded wings to protect the outer primaries from abrasion on their nests (see Chapter 
(2005) suggested that, a range of European that the greater 
mass of the outer IJU..IlU"",'J.,"," some specles may 
that each of 
""" .... UJlJ:; relationships 
or an 
role against 
"".u..",,,, provides a leading 
were 





OUU'IJ'"', birds with more 
Sturnus vulgaris, ~CUI.:\,;i-VLL parameters vary with UJl1"1crTlln 
wingtips tended to the ground at a"'''''''''''"''''''' 
of ascent than those with relatively more "AJ:;'"'IJ" (Swaddle and Lockwood 











analysis of wingtip shape with 
research. 
ploceids likely to be a rewarding avenue for 
Wing IS to migration, with long-distance migrants more 
DOllntf:c1 wings (Underhill and 1995). Weavers are not long and 
the movements occur (Jones 1989). Weavers are 
resident some areas but show movements in often correlated with 
rainfall (Fry Keith 2004); the longest known movement is 213 km in Africa 
1977) and 284 kIn southern (Oschadleus and 
two "' .... ".'-'i"'''. Chestnut Weaver 
wings of weaver 
9 
Long-tailed Widows have 
the aerodynamic costs 
a reason 
_______ , and Red-billed Quelea, have the most .... Vl.U."'U 
data are available, 
wings males than 
the male (Balmford et 
the relative mass of 
females to compensate 
1994). This also be 
O .... ',VH~O compared to other 
1.1,-",,1"-'':>. The masses between and ..LVU~"''''''' 
worth investigation. in which only the a 
which mass data both sexes are available is the Sugarbird Promerops 
(Underhill and Joubert 1995); data shows considerable differences nF','UlF',JT1 
the sexes. Male use wings to a snapping sound display Hi!",,"U,"'. 
and this may explain part of the pnmary masses males and 
females in species 1967). 





other (Underhill and Joubert 1 
aenc){oo R, S and T. 
a analysis, to 
The same method was employed 
cOi;rnclentsareunlcoITelme:a 
regression coefficients, 
is of no 
mtlere:st m """"",,", and S and T manner which 
relative primary masses VlU""'!', ..... plot S vs T thus "' ...... U ... ' ...... l."'''"'''' the nine-dimensional 

















",L.aLva is followed 
ifboth Sand T 
the species must have a 
a T=O, all nine 
so that are 
..... ULVAj'U set of primaries. 
a plot of S vs - T for the 11 st>eC~les weavers for which data 
positive value for S and T is 
mOlca:res that the feather masses 
Red-billed Quelea has a relatively 
Underhill and Joubert (1995) show 
progression from the smallest (innermost) to the largest (outermost) 
male and female Chestnut 
values for T (Figure 2). 
outermost primaries; 
positive values for S and 
u ..... , • ...,"' ...... " that the rate of increase in mass 
Thick-billed 
outermost primary is 
Widow have a 
is characteristic for S and large """,...,,1'n1<> 
outermost primaries are not the 
mt(;t1IlleUllate values for both S 
remammg weavers 
indicating that that the rate 
mass decreases for the outermost P"U'''''''''''', but several of the outermost 
be similar in mass. The potential approach to describe one aspect 
pioneered by Underhill and Joubert (1 should be further explored with a 
of species. 
Africa weavers 
of southern peak summer 
IS north in LJU;LAV"'", is in January; to 
Botswana Namibia, peak rainfall occurs summer, in January and 
(Allan et al. see Figure 1 of Chapter 
rainfall across the summer rainfall region 
pattern is that the time 
,u"11'I"1,,,.rn Africa moves in an anti clockwise 
.... "LA.v ... Most granivorous birds in the summer Ull.lU.l.H region breed in mid- to 
respOltlSe to rain which in insect abundance to 
also results in seed crops from weeks earlier (Skinner 1995). 
breeding was plotted as a l.I.n"U.l(lLl.l species per regIon, 











and I Newton unpublished data). Peak: breeding the Western Cape was September 
for weaver species occur APoenlGlX 1). breeding all other 
regions was more out and """".., ... ,,,rI ____ ,. ___ j in summer with 
some records or autumn 3). 
Breeding the winter rainfall the end of the wet season, and 
the summer rainfall regions at wet season. In the winter ,.UU,'.U.L regIon 
breeding not at the start of the wet because teIlnp(~raltun;s 
.. c.U,UU..E" so that insects are slow to to 
1950). on;cumg is postponed until the wet season, are 
mCrealSll1lg (Figure 4a). In contrast, in the summer region tenlp(~ra1turjeS are rising 
the rainy season V,",,,.U.L.., so vegetation insects appiear soon the starts 
1950)~ allowing v .... '''' .... jlHl''. to commence soon after 
arid seasonality .... "'1"'''',1. ..... '' on 
begin (Figure 4b). In 
both in tImmg 
quantity (Tyson 1987). UV',,"Ul''-'ll1 Masked Weavers have recorded breeding 
"'-ll1,'''UJ. which had 
1972). 
1987). In 





flush~ w s in a distant catchment area 
aULJ.au with a as six (Maclean 
IS no Chestnut Weavers 
Buys 1990), but clutch is reduced relative to years with higher rainfall 
and 2004). Average clutch sizes Southern Red were related to 
amount of rainfall the breeding season, with a average clutch size seasons 
a amount of (Friedl 2002). than 
evapotranspiration, has regarded as the most important determinant of primary 
productivity in regions of South and Lloyd 2004). 
i:)LUUlI;;;i:) show 




..... "' .... "'.A season the Southern Red 
that Southern Red Bishop 
the summer 
rainfall of southern also found that a high amount of rainfall 
preceding breeding season corresponded to high activity season. 
(2002) analysed breeding in a Southern Red Bishop 











aUJLlall, breeding activity as measured in of the total number of nests built and total 
lHUH,",, __ ! of laid a breeding season was reduced. detailed on 
temporal pattern of activity within seasons showed that 
III usually followed 10 to 20 days major rainfall events; total 
number of laid corresponded to the amount of rainfall in preceding rainfall peak 
and rainfall preceding breeding delayed the start the season. 
was by (1966a) Southern 
The season of Bishops the 
characterised two distinctive VH.'>ALJlUj::, with a "''''' •• vu in between 
were few or even no nests at PC1"I11'H"rC or incubated (Friedl 
2002). Between the breeding the general level was reduced and males 
spent considerably initiated the 
V"'V·J.Uj::, peak males started with nest-building (Friedl 2002). contrast to 
.l..j<l." • ...,l.U Cape, rainfall not seem to the temporal pattern breeding 
within a season KwaZulu-Natal 1982). 
breeding season is also influenced by termination of 
bre:edlmg seasons of Southern Bishops lasting longer with mid-seasonal 
The ll!\,.;I..I."-"lUU.U of end breeding season is the termination 
of ........... uu.F-, by the HUll...,". as territorial displays and 
courtship behaviour decrease in frequency spend time on their 
territories. Soon after they started postnuptial the first males the 
Some the territorial will and are with 
nests that incubated or chicks 2004). 
Breeding by weavers the summer rainfall region of southern is usually 
III summer, it is delayed or advanced by unseasonal rainfall (Table 2). 
Masked in Namibia heavy (hnmelmann hnmelmann 
1968). Southern Masked Widows showed 
behaviour late over wide areas the northern and central parts of Kruger 
National Park (Johnson 1983). records early or late breeding in response to late 











where seasonality of is more variable m more eastern 
parts southern Africa. with winter """a"ULL "VF.'V» m Western 
rainfall events cause perturbations m timing breeding: Cape Weavers ct<;>,-tpti 
breeding in when in the are generally decreasing, a very 
wet (Rowan 1953). 
this LA"""",,,, the v ..... '" .... ,u,!."" season was ael:me:a as period of 
Breeding cycles, i.e. mean incubation plus mean m 
last to weeks: days (Table cycles are related 
largely to (Table so weavers have a longer The 
shortest breeding is that of the Red-billed Quelea, at 21.5 days. Lloyd (2004) found 
\ 
the l,lJ.",Uv,; .. n.'J.! ~''''Ll'J\J.':> of some sparrow-larks Red-billed Quelea are 
at two days shorter any African shared 
degree 
of their ecology that might 
"VJ'''''''''''''''''' and typically short 
of a breeding cycle is a 
nrir,,,rc- of opportunity 
component in aeternammg where 
breeding. The ,vUM '" 
should located 
this cycle also 4). the case ore:eOllng after un~~eru;onal 
rainfall, needs to be vU'JU;::.U rainfall to sustain a 
Patterns of moult in southern Africa weavers 
major outcome this has the application the of 
Underhill Zucchini (1988) to 15 species ofploceids southern Africa (Table 4). For 
seven moult parameters are now available more one locality, and 
for the Masked are available for two time 
periods, so that there are a total of 31 sets of primary moult parameters (Table 4). 
excludes the sets annual estimates moult parameters in 8. 
approximately doubles number of sets of moult 
parameters (see 2 of Chapter 1). 
The duration primary moult m some arid-region weavers, .. <.4J"u"".y 












UL'""r,U ...... (pers. obs.). 
rL..U,",'JUULll model is not because the moult ... "1"1'", ... ",, are 
There is 1""' ..... "1"1 .... " 
weavers from elsewhere 
>J .... HLF, to the moult of 
(Chapter 1, With two eX(;epl10DlS. papers 
allude to primary moult of weavers present only the 
a small sample captured birds or contain a comment 
duration of moult. 
Two studies mention. ..... U.llU>J.l (1984) studied 
throated Weaver xanthopterus 









U1I",P1",""'" females moult immediately last brood left 
was change in moult scores of recaptured birds, 
adult males and 
Brooke (1985) ",t ... \.uvu the annual Y\.I,UL\.I,UI ... ", Fody 
on Cousin Island. is the only weaver known to have a 
sechel/arum 
pre-nuptial 
moult. Primary moult is concentrated months February to followed 
breeding in the May to September. 1111"!lT111.n of moult was "'..,.uu~."'''' from the 
moult scores recaptured birds -~-J"""'~ 101 days in 1978 89 days in 
1979. The annual _~ •• .., • .., • .., of moult, Brooke (1985) estimated to last three 
months, followed by (minimum 1.5 >.<.1'-">'<"""''' \.1 ... .1.1.'" for u_.~< ... ~'_ (up to four 
months), and a lean period (2-3 months). 
Within the African database 4), the results indicate 
moult followed soon breeding in all other than Weavers. By 
snf~CH~S and moult started hetwel~n 11 November and 31 a range of 
six months; dates were Western Cape (Table Appendix 2). 
completion moult varied """1"'''''''''1'\ and 5 an even 
iVll,,,,,,,,,.l range of 10.5 ll.LV.L ........ ". moult ended winter in the 
part of the summer rainfall region east coast, the arid 











duration in southern weavers also widely 
different and 
at 5. in the two species 
Namibia, namely Sociable and LneSI]rIu( 
summer <UU.laH reglOn 
1 1 ,.u",'U-'U'> (median 
southern 
months). 
1 months (Table 4). Duration was longer 
semi-arid of ""'l'1"h,"' ....... 
Duration is shorter the eastern 
Euplectes species), .l<U'L&.lJl5 from 
Red-billed Quelea is in both arid 
west in the wetter east. duration, however, is east I 
months) than in 
In 
dry west (2.5-2.8 months). 
seems to be a .v.u' ... ...,,,,..., for male weavers to 
start moult then .Lvu«.",",,,,, Weavers (Chapter 3). (1973) found 
than (1984) that Weavers to moult 
in Southern Brown-throated the males started moult while there were eggs or 
chicks in nests and J.'-'U, .. U,,, brood the nest. sexual 
of moult is partly u"' ... "' .... ,,'" the are polygynous and the 
and H ...... ,U"''-".L (1979), found no 
sexual in onset of moult in the polygynous Southern Red '''''~''''''. Red-
collared Widows E. and Widows axillaris. found 
or no between males and females onset of moult in Thick-billed 




of the U,1\.,V"";'U)<. 
could start moult. In 
Weaver ocularis. 
limit on how far in of 
thesis, sexual differences 
were Chestnut Weavers, were not to 
adequately samples of reliably 
are difficult to and sex, m 
develop ageing 
analogous to that 
is because many weaver species 
non-breeding plumage. a to 
the 
rermed 
ageing in and is ringers. 
In the weavers, both males and can expected to start 
moult at the same because share incubation and nesting duties equally. 











weaver in this study, Spectacled Weaver. Monogamous Ploceus weavers are solitary 
found in habitats, making it a to obtain sizes sufficient 
to moult, Dark-backed Weaver bicolor, of which 
1 have 1"1nfY",rI in the period (Oschadleus 
Two species, Southern Masked Weaver (see '-<U'U.L1L' .... .l 8) and Thick-billed 
century and the new 
Both species 
areas from which 
(see Chapter undergone expansions in 
populations appear to evolving patterns in the timing of 
,.-""' .... " ... ,, the timing of breeding and onset moult relative to 
presumably clearly an to local en1{lf(mnClerltal VVJli ...... VH.,. ''''1[,''''1'"<1 
sm~CH~S of ploceids ,.. ..... l"1T1T,np to undergo expansions, and will provide tnri'hpT' 
opportunities to adaptations to of breeding and n1"11m<;ll"V moult in to a 
new environment. particular, the species that is likely to a major opportunity 
direction is Sm~CH~S is being by ringers the 
Western Cape "' ... "'H.}; f' ... <>,rl1u ..... "" (Tygerberg ... " .. U,l/SH,l/S 2003, 
unpubl. data). rate of eXl)aIllSIO,n and into the 
Natal Midlands, and the Eastern Cape, colonization the winter rainfall .. An' ........... 
",n .. "",,,, .. ,,, to be Although this will be an event ....... ,UUJl .. /S proportions to the 
eal-tann]lllg regIOns Swartland and it will an 
opportunity to In''ef;t~, .... ~,._ pace and the ", ... f'1"", ... ,,, VUI;UJ.l"'" in the ..... llJllJ.UJ. 
of a species to the summer ...... ..,,, ..... 1""""'1"" when with a UllTlTPr UU,U.L""" 
regime. The opportunity to study adaptations when Southern ~ ...... ".n~~'''' Weaver 
invaded the Cape between 1940s and 1970s was lost. 
Individual primary feather growth 
The number of .... ." ..... ,,,"'0.> growing simultaneously between an 1.0 and 
feathers Figure 5). and Manson (1979) obtained slightly 'ller''''''' values 
the present 
Widow 
LA"""'J.H.!'vJ. of feathers 
Southern 
in Euplectes "'OJ'''''''-.'''' in KwaZulu-Natal than in 
1.98, Widow Fan-tailed 











of 1 1J •. u'u ... .L'"'" growing simultaneously in Thick-billed Weavers KwaZulu-
Natal. Brooke (1985) an average 2.4 primaries growing simultaneously in 
....... ,.u'"'o Fodies. 4 shows rate of growth individual for 
weaver species. 
The of growing fJ.UHaJ. seems to broadly to 
and to the speed of moult. In the "'IJ"""'''''' In regions 1.0-1.2 
simultaneously on average. the eastern parts of southern Africa 1.6-2.3 
simultaneously. are in that when a starts 
ends moult be growing during moult of 
the is much shorter that the 'Vll'..,,,ULU or 
Sociable Weavers, are moulting one (The tn"r,nrj'h 
one feather of the is more rapid that of a Chestnut or Sociable Weaver.) 
possible reason it allows birds to 
suspend moult more easily if several simultaneously, and to 
commence breeding a rainfall event occurs. In birds can moult 
primaries simultaneously as food is likely to be a limiting Thus weavers 
meSIC areas two but rate growth 
into 




annual cycle of IS environment in which 
to be 
live. 
Africa is a a wide variety climatic factors. has an on 
on distributions within the "'",...,,'"' ..... (e.g . .L.LULLiC'VH et al. 1997), as well as an 
The weavers in 
often 
2004). 
drier parts in summer but due to 
response to rainfall at any of 
variability in 
moult is 
----.. ---J In regions. The weavers the mesic east have 
IJv •• 'V .... ". followed by primary moult. weavers are to 











weavers elsewhere in Africa. two weavers that show most movement 
within southern Africa, the Red-billed and Chestnut Weaver, the most 
wmgs the weavers studied. two show some temporal 
coordination of moult, particularly in termination moult synchronized 
each spe:Cle:s. 
This provides most C01nP1:en~enSlve primary moult data available on an 
across and regions, 
as well as illustrating individual SDt~CH~S adaptations. Rainfall I-' ..... "'u • ..., 
timing number of ..,U,]lHalli ... '" 
simultaneously. Enormous poltell1l1al resides SAFRING database to moult in 
southern Africa. 
Finally I list a set findings: 
).> Sociable in average body mass and length IS 
not clearly with season or other a negative 
correlation of body mass with average water deficiency 2). 
mass near showed a 10I1le-l[enn 
probably i ... U' ......... to the prediction that body mass probably results from a 
trade-off between the 
(Chapter 2). 
Individual primaries 
of starvation at low mass predation mass 
Sociable Weavers were moulted mainly one at a 
each 20-28 to grow fully. Prolonged of moult this "IJ"""""''' 
is probably an adaptation to reduce energy expenditure, to grow more durable 
leathers due to abrasion entering the nest (Chapter 
).> The lack clear 1J .... "'u.'" of geographical variation biometrics Y-I:~a~'Y'U that the 












;.. For both and """u,u,,,,,,, Chestnut "'''''', ..... " from northern Namibia 
U""."Ull"'U during and after the breeding season due to extensive wear 
",-,UUUL""L 3). 
p<:! ... ;,prc started primary moult three weeks than 
lasted 17 (9%) (Chapter 3). 
;.. The onset and duration of primary moult in Red-billed Quelea southern Africa 
substantially by region but completion of primary moult was well 
sVElcruronlZ~l1. el1GUlg In all sub-regions (Chapter 4). 
of production of feather mass in 
different moult was 
was remarkably uniform 
of primaries 
UTl'H.I1T1U concurrently fewer grew simultaneously when moult was 
faster. a shorter duration moult) was 
fewer leathers 
;.. The peak breeding seasons of Cape 
throughout South 
"''''UUll':. by iJU''''LH'vlH 
Cape In 
which 
Southern Masked W "·<>'!.lpr" coincided 
"'L .......... i\ ........ except 
Bishop, primary 
eggs were laid (Chapter 5). 
;.. The Southern H'Hl''' ....... '\..I Weaver expanded into of 
the it has its breeding and moult onset by 












}i> The of primaries growing simultaneously in species of widow-birds 
In was these species (Chapter 6). 
Ploceus is similar Cape 
and Transvaal 
was QIf:atf:r variability 




had a similar durations 
73 days res'peell but 
moult Gauteng and 
start date was weeks 
earlier in uaut",uJ:;, an area to which the "'~,";,"'l"'" has expanded in recent u",..,a\Jl"". 
reasons are not clear (Chapter 7). 
}i> Annual variation in the starting dates of primary moult Cape and 
Southern Bishops over 11 in the Cape was correlated to 
variability in of the end wet winter season in years; no 
""""',,,,",1. pattern was ;S01llfniern Masked (Chapter 
,lUg",,,,.,-,u Weaver the Western 
".""",u"" e){panae:a its range into this new environmental in the 
middle 20th and it is proposed that species is adjusting the 
timing of breeding and moult cycles (Chapters 5, 8). 
weavers In parts summer but 
aUl,Lau at any 





breed year. moult is 
species found in arid regIOns. The weavers in the east 
aelIne:abreeding followed primary moult. No weavers are 
n,u·,t", ... rainfall the that occur breed and 
than weavers elsewhere southern (Chapter 9). 
southern weavers was less in the 














'-'F.~'UH'" allowed weavers to more one primary simultaneously 
In the weavers grew one at a time (1 
the H"',HV'''~ of growing VU'"Hu.JlA"'''' seems to related broadly to 
environment, and not to the overall of primary moult 9). 
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southern text Underhill and 
IS 
Sociable Weaver 2 
Chestnut Weaver female 8.0 8.4 9.8 11.4 12.4 12.9 1.3 3 
Chestnut Weaver male 7.7 8.1 8.6 9.5 10.8 12.4 13.1 14.1 1.4 3 
Thick-billed Weaver 9.5 10.2 10.3 10.9 11.9 11.8 11.0 10.1 1.9 7 
Weaver 8.6 9.0 9.6 10.3 11.5 12.5 12.6 12.8 0.0 
8.4 8.9 9.7 10.3 11.4 12.3 12.5 12.4 1.3 Underhill and Joubert 
1995 
Southern Masked Weaver 8.7 9.0 9.5 10.5 11.6 12.1 12.3 12.3 12.1 2.0 Oschadleus et al. 2000 
Lesser Masked Weaver 8.9 9.7 9.6 10.6 11.5 11.7 12.0 12.1 1.4 9 
Red-billed Ouelea 8.0 8.9 9.1 9.9 11.3 12.1 12.3 13.6 0.0 
8.3 8.8 9.4 9.9 11.7 12.4 12.6 12.9 0.0 
Widow 9.3 9.6 9.8 10.4 11.6 11.8 12.0 12.5 0.0 
N Widow 9.3 9.8 10.5 11.5 12.2 12.3 11.4 9.9 0.4 6 0 
University of Cape Town
Area 
or late 
RainfaU Breeding notes Reference 
rain 
late heavy rain in nest next Winterbottom 
first rain shower eggs laid 8 and 35-46 after rain Maclean 
Sociable Weaver 
N none many colonies abandoned Brooke (1987) 
Southern Masked Weaver 
Namibia rain on 29 eggs & chicks 17-23 Oct 1965 Immelmann and Immelmann 
Karoo late rain Jan-Mar eggs in March 
N rain shower eggs laid 14 andI5 after rain Maclean 
KNP late rain on 19 March displaying on 26 March Johnson 
N N late rain 18-23 eggs & chicks at end Winterbottom and Rowan 0 
N 
Karoo late FeblMar rain eggs & chicks in Mav Martin and Martin 
Chestnut Weaver 
Namibia late Dec-Feb rains eggs laid in colonies Braine and Braine 
Weaver 
WCave early very wet breeding started 4 weeks nests in Rowan 
June; eggs in 
Karoo late FeblMar rain building in Martin and Martin (1970) 
Lesser Masked Weaver 
Botswana late late rains nests built in vast colonies Cole 
Southern Red 
Karoo late rain Jan-March 
former late severe winter nest in rather than 
Transvaal in October 
Red-coUared Widow 
prolonged rams breeding continued during dry season Brooke 
Widow 
KNP late rain on 19 March & on 23 March Johnson 
University of Cape Town
Table 3: 
Mass of 
3.5 21.5 32.5 81.3 115.0 29.5 
White-b:rowed mahali 2 20 35 46.3 101.5 26.2 
Sociable Weaver Philetairus socius 3.5 13.5 22 35.5 27.3 70.7 17.0 
Finch Sporopipes 4 11 16 27 12A 56.0 15.0 
Thick-billed Weaver Amblyospiza albifrons 3 15 20.5 35.5 40.0 85.8 22.0 
Dark-backed Weaver Pioceus bicolor 3 16 22 38 32.0 83.5 27.0 
Olive-headed Weaver Ploceus 2.5 19.6 77.8 18.5 
Weaver Ploceus ocularis 3 13.5 17 30.5 28.2 73.3 24.5 
Weaver Ploceus cucullatus 2.5 12.2 19 31.2 38.1 81.4 20.5 
Chestnut Weaver Ploceus 3.5 12.5 14.5 27 28.0 79.0 22.0 
Cape Weaver Ploceus 2.5 13.5 17 30.5 40A 84.5 22.5 
N Southern Masked Weaver Ploceus velatus 2.5 13 16.5 29.5 25.7 80.3 21.0 
0 
VJ Lesser Masked Weaver Ploceus intermedius 2.5 12.5 15.5 28 21.9 69.0 20.0 
Golden Weaver P/oceus 2 14 20.5 34.5 39.0 83.6 24.0 
Yellow Weaver Ploceus subaureus 2.5 20.5 26A 77.1 21.1 
Southern Brown-throated Weaver Ploceus 2.5 15.5 16.5 32 19.1 64.6 20.0 
Red-headed Weaver 2.5 12 17 29 22.0 77.6 19.0 
Red-billed Quelea 3 11 10.5 21.5 19.0 65.0 18.0 
Red-headed Quelea Quelea 2 13 13 26 21.1 60.0 17.0 
Southern Red Bishop 3 12.5 13 25.5 20.7 66.3 21.5 
3 12.5 12 24.5 19.0 66.5 20.0 
3.5 13 17 30 15.3 61.8 17.3 
3 14.5 18 32.5 30A 71.6 23.0 
axillaries 3 12.5 15.5 28 22.0 71.1 23.5 
Widow 3 13 12.5 25.5 18.9 66.2 18.0 
Yellow-mantled Widow 2.5 13 15 28 19.7 68.3 19.5 
Red-collared Widow 3 13.5 15.5 29 19.1 66.8 20.5 
3 13 17 30 32.0 93.0 23.3 
University of Cape Town
Atncan weavers usmg 
in this 
Mean Standard Standard Standard Duration Standard Mean n 
race, start date error deviation error error end date error 
Sociable Weaver eremnus (SA) 31 Dec 6.1 38.0 2.2 168.9 8.1 17 Jun. 3.7 481 
28 Jan 5.9 67.5 5.0 215.8 13.8 31 12.0 231 
socius 26 Jan 4.1 37.7 1.9 151.7 7.2 26Jun 3.8 838 
Weaver KwaZulu-Natal 3 Feb 3.4 21 1.3 114.1 4.3 28 May 2.3 388 
Weaver Western Cane. 1998-2003.lrrid 3318 11 Nov 1.4 24.2 0.6 98.1 2.0 17 Feb l.3 3226 
2930 2 Feb 4.1 31.5 2.7 124.2 9.5 6 Jun 7.4 238 
Eastern # 9 Jan 4 25.2 2.1 106 7 25 Apr 4.7 316 
Yellow Weaver KwaZulu-Natal 27 Feb 2.6 19.7 1.4 65.8 3.9 4 May 2.8 653 
Southern Masked Weaver Western 1986-1995 '" 9 Jan 7.5 24.0 2.1 73.8 13.2 24 Mar 6.5 2318 
tv Western 1998-2003, 3318 27 Dec 2.4 33.2 1.2 84.4 3.3 22 Mar 2.2 1411 0 
.j>. 
North-west Province, 1983~1995 '" 15 Feb 2.7 22.7 1.6 80.4 3.9 7 May 2.5 1547 
1998-2003 11 Feb 0.9 18.8 0.6 75.9 1.7 28 1.3 2556 
Eastern Cape # 22 Mar 3 24.8 1.9 67 5 28 3.6 391 
Village Weaver KwaZulu-Natal, grid 2930 12 Feb 2.4 28.5 1.1 96.1 3.4 19 2.1 1215 
Eastern Cape # 17 Feb 5 40.1 2.4 109 6 5 Jun 3.7 436 
Chestnut Weaver male 9 2.9 39.5 1.2 205.8 3.8 1 Nov 1.8 975 
female 30 3.2 37.5 1.5 189.4 4.8 5 Nov 2.9 552 
Red-billed Ouelea Namibia. 1999-2004 21 4.3 37.4 1.9 74.6 4.8 3 2.7 1163 
1999-2004 31 Mav 3.6 35.1 1.8 82.5 4.5 21 2.6 543 
2.6 32.7 1.2 100.9 3.6 2 2.4 1105 
6 2 36.5 0.8 124 3 8 1.4 3077 
Southern Red Bishon Western Cane. 1998-2003. Irrid 3318 13 Dec 1.1 25.3 0.6 88.6 1.7 12 Mar 1.2 3154 
23 Mar 1.5 35.1 1.1 71.9 2.5 3 Jun 2.3 4808 
28 4 47.3 2.9 89 7 26 Jul 6.1 622 
Yellow Western grids 3318 & 3418 4 Dec 2.0 23.3 1.0 103.4 3.0 17 Mar 1.8 777 
Fan-tailed Widow KwaZu1u-NataL I!rid 2930 2Am 1.9 18.1 0.9 50.5 2.8 23 May 2 1002 
University of Cape Town
tv o 
Vi 







Eastern South Africa 
KwaZulu-Natal 
Mean Standard Standard Standard Duration Standard Mean Standard n 
start date error deviation error (days) error end date error 
18 2.5 26.3 1.6 46.5 3.3 3 Jun 2.6 685 
5 2.5 30.8 1.6 59.9 3.5 3 Jun 2.6 667 
26 Mar 4.8 20.6 2.9 60.7 8.7 25 7.1 279 
20 Feb 4.3 23.8 2.6 71.2 6.8 2 5.4 179 
26 Mar 3.9 22.9 2.2 73.3 6.4 8 Jun 5.2 462 
University of Cape Town
NA+NC 1--4 1.2 24.1 








N NA 1 0 
0'1 
BW 1.1 
GP 1.7 28.4 1 
1.7 23.9 124 
1 .9 
1 88.6 
1 21.3 103.4 
1 11.3 
GP 1 46.5 
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Weaver, squares; Southern Masked 




















(c) Red-billed Quelea, diamonds; Red Bishop, squares; White-winged Widow, U~~Ua""'~ 
Long-tailed Widow, crosses 
x x 




















for southern African weavers 
2=Thick-billed Weaver, Weaver male, 4=Chestnut 
Weaver, 7=Southem .LV ... " • .:>"" ... , .... 
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3: Median months 
Newton unpublished 
fonner 
,-,,'-" ... U<1.,-,1.J.1 Masked 'M'>",,<"""" a.U' . .uU,VHI11 
'''''''H.'''' ...... African weavers (from Prys-Jones 
Irwin 1981). For 
Gauteng have added. For 
from northern KwaZulu-Natal are 
per species is shown; symbols 
are Ploceus diamonds are species, 
(data Appendix 1); ':'U\;;;"'H;;'':' with <1 0 rec~or{i1'l 
Zimbabwe x x x 00 Cl OJ Cl 0 <>0 ¢( • <> x 
Former Tvt 0 XCD 0 <> • <> )0 xx 
KZ Natal 0 000 00 <> IlIIOX <> 
State x Cl <> <) <) 
N <) 0 x x 
ECape <) O!lllID 0 '- <> 
Karoo o 0 x x 











Figure 4: Diagrammatic representation of the 
bars show mean monthly the solid 
percentage laid (from 
Newton unpublished the dotted 
U~"""'UU .• "" cycle (egg date 
J oms estimated mean start 
show the approximate 
Weaver annual a winter region (rainfall is mean monthly 
1993-2003 at rainfall station) 
150 0.4 
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of the nine of African weavers. 
percentage primary mass (from Table 1). 
rprlrp,~p1"lrc one primary (1 to 9 left to 9 
see in chapters). For each the on x-
.. ~._ •• to which the line shows percentage mass; the end-point 
line above completion date on the x-axis. Thus the of the line 
the rate at which material deposited; represent rapid growth 
individual primary !ealtn(~r growth in Sociable Weavers 
P9 
rate teal:her growth Chestnut 
O+-~~-+~--~,-~--,-~---+----~.-~~.-----~ 























( e) Timing and rate 











29 Mar 18 Apr 8 
............... "', .. " feather growth in Red-billed .... 'u.J.ve. 
28 17 Jun 7 Jul 27 Jul 16 
feather growth in Red-billed \JU\~lva 
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University of Cape Town
data 
0 
Cape Weaver 12 30 25 28 3 3 1225 7A 11.1 3.7 9.3 
Yellow 0 23 44 26 5 239 8.2 11.2 3.0 9.6 
0 18 47 25 10 0 1109 8.3 11.5 3.3 9.7 
Southern Masked Weaver 1 15 40 14 20 9 205 8.3 12.5 4.3 9.8 
N 
Karoo 
>-' Weaver 38 35 27 48 9.1 11.8 2.7 lOA \0 
Southern Masked Weaver 1 9 14 42 16 11 2 1 2 85 8.4 1.4 5.0 10.6 
Finch 5 9 14 18 9 5 5 14 18 5 22 8.1 6.0 9.9 11.5 
Sociable Weaver 33 67 3 
Yellow 25 50 25 4 
100 7 
2 6 34 4 1 6 43 3 96 9.5 4.0 6.5 2.3 
28 73 40 11.2 3.9 4.7 3.3 
Northern Cape 
Southern Red Bishop 5 86 9 22 11.0 12.5 1.4 11.5 
White-browed 22 33 22 11 11 9 
Southern Masked Weaver 34 31 13 22 32 11.1 3.8 4.6 12.5 
Sociable Weaver 7 5 7 7 5 12 9 6 13 15 11 605 7.7 6.6 10.9 1.6 
Finch 9 2 2 7 18 24 9 18 11 45 7.6 6.6 11.0 3.5 
Eastern 
20 45 25 10 20 9.3 1.5 4.3 10.7 
University of Cape Town
Jul Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Jun n Median 
continued 
Southern Masked Weaver 2 23 23 32 16 5 44 9.1 13.0 3.9 11 
Yellow Weaver 17 29 25 4 25 24 9.3 1.8 4.5 11.2 
Weaver 5 4 13 21 35 15 2 2 97 8.0 1.6 5.6 11.2 
Red-coUared Widow 14 25 32 7 4 18 28 9.4 2.7 5.4 11.3 
Weaver 6 32 35 21 6 34 9.9 1.2 3.3 11.3 
Dark-backed Weaver 5 11 53 26 5 19 10.0 1.1 3.1 11.7 
Weaver 20 10 50 20 10 10.3 1.8 3.5 12.4 
Thick-billed Weaver 5 5 14 64 9 5 22 10.1 2.0 3.9 12.4 
Yellow 9 18 45 18 9 11 9.6 2.5 4.9 12.5 
Fan-tailed Widow 25 50 25 16 11.2 2.8 3.6 12.5 
Southern Red Bishop 3 15 58 14 8 2 160 111 2.6 3.5 12.6 
Yellow-crowned Bishop 13 27 7 47 7 15 12.4 4.3 3.9 3.1 
Free State 
N White-browed 7 25 23 30 16 44 8.7 12.7 4.0 10.8 
N 
Southern Masked Weaver 9 29 34 12 15 82 9.6 1.7 4.2 11.4 0 
Widow 9 45 26 6 13 152 10.5 2.7 4.2 11.9 
100 
100 
Sociable Weaver 50 50 2 
Red-coUared Widow 100 3 
Weaver 25 50 25 4 
Scaly-feathered Finch 50 50 4 
Yellow-crowned 6 53 12 24 6 17 11.9 3.2 3.3 12.8 
Southern Red Bishop 3 36 56 4 0 0 240 12.1 2.0 1.9 1.2 
~wa~ulu-Natal 
Southern Masked Weaver 15 2 3 55 25 89 9.3 1.8 4.5 12.5 
Yellow Weaver 18 23 38 13 7 0 267 9.3 1.4 4.1 11.2 
Southern Brown-throated Weaver 29 57 14 14 10.2 12.7 2.5 11.4 
Dark-backed Weaver 38 23 23 15 13 10.1 1.7 3.5 11.5 
Spectacled Weaver 9 18 32 34 7 56 9.6 1.3 3.7 11.7 
University of Cape Town
Median 
KwaZulu-Natal continued 
Weaver 15 3 39 34 9 98 9.3 1.5 4.1 11.8 
White-hrowed 100 1 
Golden Weaver 25 25 50 4 
Yellow-crowned 13 88 8 
Red-collared Widow 17 31 36 13 2 2 64 10.3 1.9 3.6 12.0 
Lesser Masked Weaver 31 8 35 19 8 26 10.2 2.4 4.2 12.3 
1 1 5 22 58 13 148 10.7 1.6 2.9 12.4 
3 38 25 22 13 32 11.1 2.6 3.6 12.4 
Fan-tailed Widow 4 5 24 40 18 7 1 148 10.2 2.5 4.3 12.4 
Southern Red 6 12 67 13 1 1276 10.8 1.8 2.9 12.5 
Yellow Bishop 10 80 10 10 11.5 1.5 2.0 12.5 
Thick-billed Weaver 2 10 13 39 23 13 101 10.2 2.6 4.4 12.6 
White-winged Widow 13 41 38 6 3 32 11.4 2.7 3.3 12.9 
IV Fonner Transvaal 
IV 
Weaver 7 40 16 24 9 2 2 55 8.7 12.9 4.2 10.2 
White-browed 4 8 16 20 22 14 6 6 4 2 51 8.1 5.2 9.1 11.1 
Weaver 8 14 22 23 25 9 65 8.7 1.5 4.8 11.3 
Southern Masked Weaver 0 6 14 20 27 18 10 5 0 0 512 8.8 2.1 5.3 11.4 
Lesser Masked Weaver 7 14 36 14 21 7 14 9.7 2.3 4.6 11.8 
Thick-billed Weaver 10 20 10 20 20 20 10 9.5 1.8 4.3 11.5 
Golden Weaver 100 3 
Spectacled Weaver 20 40 40 5 
Red-headed Weaver 33 17 17 17 17 6 
Sociable Weaver 43 29 29 7 
Yellow 14 29 14 43 7 
Fan-tailed Widow 11 67 11 11 9 
Red-collared Widow 4 18 46 25 4 4 28 ILl 2.6 3.5 12.6 
Southern Red 2 20 34 30 10 4 1043 11.2 2.9 3.8 12.8 
Widow 7 17 30 31 13 2 87 10.7 2.8 4.1 12.9 
White-winged Widow 4 37 26 29 3 70 11.8 2.9 3.1 1.3 
University of Cape Town
Median 
Fonner Transvaal continued 
Red-billed Buffalo-weaver 6 22 11 22 39 18 10.9 3.9 5.0 1.5 
YeHow-crowned Bishop 1 19 54 13 11 2 104 12.2 3.7 3.5 1.6 
Red-billed Quelea 18 6 53 6 18 17 12.3 5.7 5.4 3.5 
Finch 4 3 2 3 2 4 15 12 6 25 17 5 207 8.2 6.0 9.8 3.6 
Zimbabwe 
Red-billed Quelea 3 3 35 41 16 3 37 8.9 11.9 3.0 10.2 
Red-headed Weaver 0 7 21 40 21 5 4 0 205 8.7 13.0 4.3 10.5 
White-browed 14 38 19 7 9 9 3 1 117 9.3 2.9 5.6 10.9 
Dark-backed Weaver 21 43 21 7 7 14 9.2 2.3 5.1 11.7 
Lesser Masked Weaver 0 6 21 27 17 21 6 2 219 9.7 2.5 4.8 11.8 
Southern Brown-throated Weaver 25 75 4 
Southern Masked Weaver. 0 4 11 18 17 11 19 12 9 0 1009 9.1 3.5 6.4 12. 
Golden Weaver 0 9 20 14 17 21 14 3 0 298 9.5 2.9 5.4 12.3 
N Weaver 5 13 18 34 13 14 3 104 10.0 2.9 4.8 12.4 
N 
Thick-billed Weaver N 19 34 31 8 9 129 11.3 3.4 4.1 12.9 
Weaver 16 16 7 7 16 29 6 1 614 9.3 3.4 6.1 1.2 
Southern Red 0 22 50 19 8 0 3029 12.2 3.4 3.2 1.5 
Red-collared Widow 14 53 21 11 2 259 12.4 3.7 3.3 1.7 
YeUow-mantled Widow 19 45 22 14 85 12.3 3.6 3.4 1.7 
Yellow 15 37 34 12 2 458 12.3 3.7 3.4 1.9 
Red-billed Buffalo-weaver 5 2 7 12 26 30 16 2 43 10.2 3.8 5.7 2.0 
Widow 7 35 29 22 7 263 12.7 4.3 3.6 2.3 
Yellow-crowned 5 35 35 26 43 1.0 3.8 2.8 2.3 
11 49 35 5 57 1.5 4.1 2.6 2.8 











Timing and duration of primary moult 












University of Cape Town
Namibia 
><-------__ Red~bmed Oue/i)tI 
>r---------------"", Che'SinutWeSYerlf 
Che!.tnutWeawrmm 
---__ Sociable Weaver 
o+I--~--~--~~---,--~--~--r_~--_r--~--~~~~--~-1 




_--------_ SolMem Red Bishop 
_------_( Yenow Bishop 
><_------_« Cape Weaver 
o +I---,----r-----.----~--~-





Dec Jan Feb 
Botswana 
lC " Red,biled Qu.~. 
Mar ftfir May Jun Jul "'"'9 sep 0cI Nov Dec Jan 
Gauteng 
--------.< ReQ.billed Que",. 
~ 'Alhite..iMnge<2 Wdow 
~----'<H Red-conared Widow 
------ SoulhemRed Bishop 
_-----~H Thlck-bilied Wea\ef 
_----_ Soulhew:.:'~Sked 
o +I--.---~_.--.---.--,--~~~-r--~~._~--~~~_r~ 
Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sap Oct Nov Dec Jan 
KwaZu lu-Natal 
><----)~ Fan-taiti)d \Mdow 
----------'"' Thick~biUed 'lJ'Veaver 
>'_----><)( long~tai!od VlAdow 
><------><1( Ycflow\Ncaver 
><_-------i< \/ill.ge We.",r 
><---------.. Spectacted We."", 
><_--------_0.00 We.ve, 
O+I---,---~--~~--_r-
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Eastern 
_-----_ Red BI.hop 














































Appendix Plates illustrating breeding and moult African weavers 
1: 
1. Sociable Weaver nest 
Namibia, May 2004) 
Thick-billed 
Acacia erioloba tree near Windhoek, 
male building nest (National tio:larrLC Gardens, 1-1 .. ",'1"",1'"1 
2004) 
breeding 
<'£""'''"'' on barbed fence 
January 2004) an adaptation 
Wakkerstroom, 
it to expand 
4. Village multi-male colony (near Dundee, KwaZulu-Natal, South 
December 2002) 
Ploceus male incomplete nest 
Kenya, 2004) 
;:)OlliIDiern Red Bishop nest in grass; nests are usually in 
. Moult 
first seven primaries are new, the VL,,-UU. 
(and tenth) are old feathers 
<UIUUia... May 2004) 
"'-'"'-... ,.;) ...... , .... Weaver 
body moult 
Cape, November 2001) 
first 
progress (Rondevlei Bird 
3. Red Bishop male and - many weavers show 
seasonal dimorphism, with males sporting colours in breeding 
season, and resembling duller females in the non-breeding season (Lamberts 
Western October 2001) 
Weaver with ""UllILJ,'''''L~Al moult (Robben J..:u.a,HU, Western 
October 2004) 
Red-billed Quelea 
J."'aUl"','O are still 
""'''''''!vlHU'!vl 2002) 
completing prenuptial body moult - some pins of 
on (Wakkerstroom, Mpumulanga, 
au-'ul,j,,",  Widow male, showing russet underwing a feature in 
both sexes all year allowing species to be identified in the hand from 












Plate 1: Breeding in weavers. Left to right, top to bottom: Sociable Weaver, Thick-billed Weaver, Southern 










Plate 2: Moult in weavers. Left to right, top to bottom: Sociable Weaver, Southern Masked Weaver, 
Southern Red Bishop, Cape Weaver, Red-billed Quelea, Fan-tailed Widow 
